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Foreword

This year’s Parliamentary Review follows a significant 
year in British politics. It was a year in which our 
economy continued to grow, as the Government 
followed its balanced plan to keep the public finances 
under control while investing to build a stronger 
economy. It was a year in which we began to deliver 
on the result of the EU referendum by triggering Article 
50 and publishing the Repeal Bill, which will allow for a 
smooth and orderly transition as the UK leaves the EU, 
maximising certainty for individuals and businesses. 

And, of course, it was a year in which the General 
Election showed that parts of our country remain 
divided and laid a fresh challenge to all of us involved 
in politics to resolve our differences, deal with injustices 
and take, not shirk, the big decisions. 

That is why our programme for government for the 
coming year  is about recognising and grasping the 
opportunities that lie ahead for the United Kingdom 
as we leave the EU. The referendum vote last year was 
not just a vote to leave the EU – it was a profound 
and justified expression that our country often does 
not work the way it should for millions of ordinary 
working families. So we need to deliver a Brexit deal 
that works for all parts of the UK, while continuing to 
build a stronger, fairer country by strengthening our 
economy, tackling injustice and promoting opportunity 
and aspiration.

In the year ahead we will continue to bring down the 
deficit so that young people do not spend most of their 
working lives paying for our failure to live within our 
means. We will take action to build a stronger economy 
so that we can improve people’s living standards and 
fund the public services on which we all depend. We 
will continue with our modern Industrial Strategy, 

deliver the next phase of high-speed rail, improve our 
energy infrastructure and support the development of 
automated vehicles and satellite technology, building 
a modern economy which creates the high-skill jobs of 
the future. 

At the same time, work needs to be done to build a 
fairer society – where people can go as far as their 
talents will take them and no one is held back because 
of their background. So we will continue to work to 
ensure every child has the opportunity to attend a good 
school. We will continue to invest in the NHS and reform 
mental health legislation, making this a priority. And 
we will work to address the challenges of social care for 
our ageing population, bringing forward proposals for 
consultation to build widespread support. 

So this is a Government determined to deliver the best 
Brexit deal, intent on building a stronger economy 
and a fairer society, committed to keeping our country 
safe, enhancing our standing in the wider world, and 
bringing our United Kingdom closer together. We will 
continue to put ourselves at the service of millions of 
ordinary working people for whom we will work every 
day in the national interest.

Th e Rt Hon 
Th eresa May MP
Prime Minister

This year’s Parliamentary 
Review follows a significant 
year in British politics

“ “
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Real estate underpins every part of our lives. We live, 
work, and relax in buildings.

The UK commercial real estate industry provides the 

infrastructure for every type of business activity – from 

the offices where entrepreneurial businesses grow and 

collaborate, to the warehouses and logistical infrastructure 

that are the backbone of the digital retailing revolution. 

It provides the schools and colleges in which the current 

and next generations will learn a new set of skills and 

homes tailored to the changing needs of people in every 

stage of life – whether it’s student accommodation 

or retirement communities. It provides the modern, 

specially-designed GP surgeries in which integrated 

healthcare will be delivered to a population living longer 

than ever before. And real estate gives us the shops, 

cinemas, gyms, bowling alleys, pubs, and restaurants in 

which we spend our hard-earned leisure time.

As the representative body for UK commercial real estate, 

the British Property Federation (BPF) works in partnership 

with national and local government to ensure that real 

estate can reach its full potential to deliver economic 

growth, essential infrastructure and great places.

The past year has, of course, been an eventful one. 

The Brexit vote was unexpected for many and hit some 

of the listed property companies and funds hard in 

the immediate aftermath. The situation has largely 

stabilised, but for long-term real estate investors, who 

need as much certainty as possible when planning 

regeneration schemes that are delivered on a timeline 

measured in decades, uncertainty continues to be 

a challenge – recent indications that there will be a 

transition period at the end of the two-year Brexit 

process being a step in the right direction.   

With 28% of invested real estate in the UK owned by 
overseas investors, our sector is an enormous draw 
for global capital. It has been hugely positive for our 
industry that government understands the need to 
communicate to our global partners that the UK remains 
open for business. The BPF was pleased to partner with 
the Department for International Trade this year at one 
of real estate’s biggest international trade events, MIPIM 
Cannes, to showcase our sector to the world.

Ensuring that the positive impact of this investment is 
spread across the UK is a central goal – and the election 
of the first six ‘metro mayors’ in May marks a further 
step forward in the devolution agenda the Government 
has presented. Delivering the vision set out in the 
Industrial Strategy, by enabling local leaders to create 
a clear vision for a region’s future and giving them the 
powers to take decisions to deliver it, will be critical. And 
they will find a real estate sector ready to play its part in 
delivering regeneration and renewal in towns and cities 
across the country.

We live in a world which is changing fast, presenting 
both challenges and opportunities. Sitting at the 
heart of all economic activity, and delivering the social 
infrastructure to support our local communities, the real 
estate industry is uniquely placed to respond and help 
our country build a bright future.

Foreword

The UK commercial real 
estate industry provides the 
infrastructure for every type 
of business activity

“ “
Melanie Leech
Chief Executive of the 
British Property Federation
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Foreword

The UK construction industry is the cornerstone of 
our economy – it employs three million people and 
accounts for 7% of gross domestic product (GDP). 
But it’s not just about economics, as without a 
flourishing construction industry we would not have the 
schools, hospitals, homes, roads and railways that our 
society demands.

For these reasons, the Government must view the 
construction industry as a priority sector during its 
Brexit negotiations. We may not import and export 
as many products and services as other sectors but 
we do rely heavily on migrant workers from the 
EU. That is why the Federation of Master Builders 
(FMB) is bringing together other leading construction 
umbrella groups and trade bodies to develop some 
clear recommendations to the Government regarding 
what our sector wants from a post-Brexit immigration 
system. The single biggest concern for the construction 
industry is that we will not have access to a sufficient 
number of migrant workers once we have left the EU. 
Although it is reassuring to know that the Government 
is likely to bring in a short- to medium-term transition 
period in terms of its immigration policy, while we 
wean ourselves off the free movement of people, the 
fact remains that the UK is almost at full employment. 
The truth is that sectors like construction will always 
need a significant number of migrant workers because 
there are simply not enough UK-based workers to fill 
these positions.

Having said that, there is room for improvement in 
terms of the construction sector’s willingness and 
ability to train the next generation of UK workers. 
We can and should do more to attract new entrants 
into the industry and ensure we provide them with 
broad skills that will stand them in good stead even 

through periods of economic downturn. We are not 
very good at selling ourselves to teachers, parents and 
young people which is surprising given the wonderful 
array of careers that can be pursued in our industry. 
A young person can choose to forgo university, and 
the costly associated tuition fees, and instead take up 
an apprenticeship during which they will earn while 
they learn. The most important thing here is that these 
apprenticeships are of a high quality – this is a mantra 
that all political parties now seem to support and it is 
our hope that the whole industry gets behind the need 
for broader and higher-skilled individuals. Then and 
only then will we attract and retain the right calibre 
of people.

The Government must view 
the construction industry as 
a priority sector during its 
Brexit negotiations

“ “
Brian Berry
Chief Executive of the Federation 
of Master Builders
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Andrew Neil

Return of the Two Party System
The BBC’s Andrew Neil gives his take 
on the state of Parliament following 
the June 2017 general election.

It was a year in which politicians 
learned not only of the power of 
a referendum to overrule the will 
of Parliament – but of its power 
to change the party system in 
which they operate. Nobody saw 
this coming. But, in retrospect, 
perhaps we should have, since we 
had the fallout from the Scottish 
referendum to guide us.

In the autumn of 2014 the Scots 
voted 55%-45% to remain part of the 
United Kingdom. That was supposed 
to settle the matter of Scottish 
independence for a generation, until 
some Scottish Nationalists began 
regarding a generation as no more 
than a couple of years. But in post-
referendum elections to Holyrood 
and Westminster, it also recast the 
Scottish party system.

Remember, Scotland had been one 
of the first parts of the UK to throw 
off the British two-party system 
and replace it with a multi-party 
choice of SNP, Labour, Tory, Green, 
Lib Dem and even UKIP. But as the 
constitutional issue took centre-
stage – and remained there even 
after the referendum – Scottish 
voters coalesced round a binary 
choice: for or against independence. 

Thus was a new two-party system 
born of a centre-left Nationalist 
party (the SNP) and a centre-right 
Unionist party (the Scottish Tories). 
The other parties have not been 
completely obliterated, especially 
in Holyrood with its peculiar voting 
system. But by the general election 
of 2017 Scotland had become 
a battle between a dominant 

Neil believes two referendums have 
redrawn the map of British politics.

Nationalist party and a resurgent 
Tory party representing the Union. 
Two-party politics was back north 
of the border.

So we should have been prepared 
for something similar when Britain 
voted 52% to 48% to leave the 
European Union in the June 2016 
referendum. At the time, we 
remarked on the power of referenda 
to overrule both the Commons 
(where MPs were 65% pro-EU) 
and the Lords (probably 80% 
pro-EU). What we did not see was 
how the Brexit referendum would 
reconfigure English politics just 
as the Scottish referendum had 
redrawn Scottish politics.

So we were taken by surprise for a 
second time. In this year’s general 
election – perhaps the single biggest 
act of self-harm a sitting government 
has ever inflicted on itself – almost 
85% in England voted either 
Conservative or Labour. The English 
had not voted in such numbers for 
both major parties since 1970, when 
the post-war two-party system began 
to wane – and declined in subsequent 
elections to a point where barely 
65% voted Tory or Labour, 
encouraging some commentators to 
think the decline terminal. 

The referendum, however, reversed 
the decline. The Brexit vote ended the 
schism on the Eurosceptic Right as 
UKIP voters returned to the Tory fold; 
and those on the Left of the Greens 
and the Lib Dems flocked to Jeremy 
Corbyn’s more ‘Red Flag’ Labour 
offering. So, as in Scotland previously, 
two-party politics was back with a 
vengeance in England too.

But without one crucial element. Our 
historic two-party system regularly 
produced one-party government 
for the life of a Parliament. But our 
new two-party system has produced 
a hung Parliament with no party 
having an overall majority. This 
knife-edge parliamentary arithmetic 
means the smaller parties may be 
down – but they are not out.

The Conservatives need an alliance 
with one small party (Ulster’s DUP) 
to be sure of a majority. Even then, 
with the Tories and Labour divided 
over Brexit, no majority on any issue 
will be certain and on many votes 
the smaller parties will be pivotal in 
determining many outcomes.

So politicians return from 
their summer recess to a great 
parliamentary paradox: the two-party 
system has resurrected itself but rather 
than bringing with it the stability and 
certainty of the two-party politics of 
old, almost every major vote in the 
months ahead will be uncertain and 
unpredictable – and politics will be 
peculiarly unstable. Power will rest in 
Parliament. Government will be able 
to take nothing for granted. No vote 
will be in the bag until all the votes 
are counted. Westminster will have 
a new lease of life – perhaps even 
a spring in its step. Our democracy 
might be all the better for it.

Councils turn investors

In September last year, Spelthorne 

Borough Council, a small local authority 

in Surrey, spent £360 million buying an 

office campus let to the oil company 

BP. The deal was unusual in that it 

was exceptionally large – in fact, it was 

the largest ever commercial property 

transaction done by a local council. 

However, it was also symptomatic of 

a growing trend. Last year, councils 

began investing in commercial property 

in a big way. Collectively, they spent 

£1.2 billion buying up shops, offices 

and industrial units, accounting for 

2.76% of all commercial property deals 

in the UK, according to Savills.

Councils have funded their investments 

through debt raised from a Treasury 

agency called the Public Works Loan 

Board, which gives them access to 

loans on generous terms unavailable 

to private sector investors. The agency 

reportedly offers 50-year loans at a 

fixed interest rate of about 2.5%, 

which make commercial property 

investments hugely attractive because 

the rental yields councils can achieve 

on investments are significantly higher 
than the interest rates they have to pay 
to finance them. Buying commercial 
property has therefore enabled councils 
to plug gaps in their funding.

Spelthorne Council was open about the 
financial reasons for its purchase of BP’s 
Sunbury-on-Thames campus. Councillor 
Ian Harvey, Leader of Spelthorne 
Borough Council, said ‘Securing the 
Council’s financial stability is our highest 
priority and after exploring several 
options and taking advice from a number 
of independent experts, we are confident 
that this forward-thinking agreement 
represents a very sound investment for 
Spelthorne. It will be key in helping us 
to close the budget gap and protect 
the vital services which our residents 
and businesses need and deserve.’

Many councils have bought close 
to home and have justified their 
acquisitions in terms of the wider 
benefits to the area. Woking Borough 
Council, which has a longer track record 
of investing in commercial property 
than many other councils, bought 
the Wolsey Place shopping centre in 
Woking from F&C REIT for £68 million 
in 2010. Ray Morgan, Chief Executive of 
Woking Borough Council, explained to 

Property Week ‘We had gone through 
three changes of ownership of Wolsey 
Place, and they were just not investing 
in it for the long term. When the 
recession hit, we had the conversation 
that if we didn’t step in no one else was 
going to really take it forward.’

However, the motivations for some 
investments is more clearly just financial. 
Some councils, particularly those with 
fewer buying opportunities in their 
area, have bought properties across the 
UK. For example, Fareham Council has 
acquired shops in London, Weymouth 

Woking Borough 
Council purchased the 
Wolsey Place shopping 
centre in 2010 using the 
Public Works Loan

Review of the Year
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In his first major speech as Housing 

Minister at the RESI conference last 

autumn, Gavin Barwell, now Thersa 

May’s chief of staff, signalled a 

major shift in Government policy. 

Whereas previously the Government 

had been focused on encouraging 

home ownership, Barwell said that in 

order to build the homes the country 

needed, it would have to support a 

broader range of tenures. In particular, 

he signalled the Government’s support 

for the nascent, but fast-growing 

build-to-rent sector. 

This involves large institutional investors, 

often major insurance companies and 

pension funds, financing the creation 

of new homes specifically designed for 

the rental market. Barwell said ‘I’m very 

clear that our ambitions will never be 

achieved without a significant boost in 

institutional investment to ensure more 

choice and quality for people living in 

rented accommodation.’

Unlike many other counties, such as 

the US, where build-to-rent makes up 

a large share of the housing market, in 

the UK the sector is in its infancy. Over 

here, the market for rented properties 

has been dominated by small buy-to-let 

landlords and only in recent years have 

large investors started to look seriously 

at the UK market. Attracted by growing 

demand for rented homes in the UK’s 

major cities and the prospects for 

secure income streams, they have made 

significant commitments.

Over the past five years, UK investors 

such as L&G and Hermes, as well 

as many big names from overseas, 

including Invesco and APG, have 

Building homes to rent

and Eastbourne as well as a Nursery 
in Oxford. Councillor Seán Woodward 
said ‘It was important that we sought 
new and innovative ways of sustaining 
our income streams to protect public 
services from cuts. By being creative, 
we have been able to achieve this.’ 
In November last year, the Council 
revealed its £26.5 million commercial 
property portfolio was yielding almost 
7% – well above financing costs.

However, concerns have been raised 
about the council buying spree. 
Last November, the Public Accounts 
Committee warned that council 
personnel lacked the necessary 
commercial skills and that excessive risks 
were being taken with taxpayers’ money. 
Liberal Democrat MP, Vince Cable, has 
also said that, while some councils may 
succeed, ‘there is a very high risk of 
bankrupting their local authorities’. The 
investments have tended to be financed 
wholly through debt, which means that 
if tenants decide to leave and the council 

is unable to find new ones, they will 

have no income with which to service 

their multi-million pound loans.

William Hill, a Director at real estate 

fund manager Mayfair Capital, wrote 

in Property Week that they were 

behaving like hedge funds. ‘Why is the 

Government borrowing money to lend 

to local authorities to buy real estate on 

terms that make bank lending to the 

property sector before the financial crisis 

look positively conservative?’ he said.

Councils have tended to mitigate the 

risks involved by buying properties 

with long leases, but some industry 

insiders question the quality of many 

of the properties bought by councils 

and fear that they may be left with 

empty buildings when leases come to 

an end. If that happens, what Vince 

Cable called local authorities’ ‘long 

and inglorious history of gambling in 

financial and property markets’ could 

well end up repeating itself.

Vince Cable MP has 
cautioned against 
councils financing 
investments through 
debt

Former Housing 
Minister Gavin 
Barwell has overseen 
the government’s 
build-to-rent plans

collectively pledged to invest billions 

of pounds. During the past year, yet 

more leading investment groups and 

developers have announced plans 

to enter the market. Canada-based 

Oxford Properties revealed in March 

that it would look to invest more than 

£1 billion. CBRE estimates that there 

is currently £27.7 billion targeting the 

UK build-to-rent sector over the next 

five years.

However, it will take time for these 

commitments to translate into new 

homes. Years after the sector’s 

pioneers started looking at the sector, 

only now are the first wave of build-

to-rent schemes coming out of the 

ground. According to data from Savills 

and the British Property Federation 

(BPF) published in June, just 15,925 

homes have been built to date.

As there are more than 20,000 homes 

under construction and a further 

20,000 with detailed planning consent, 

that number is likely to increase 

rapidly. Savills and the BPF forecast 

that 240,000 new homes will be built 

by 2030, which Ian Fletcher, Director 

of Real Estate Policy at the British 

Property Federation, argues would 
represent a meaningful contribution 
to tackling the housing crisis. ‘We 
estimate build-to-rent could help the 
new Government to meet a quarter of 
its housing shortfall,’ he claimed.

As well as helping boost overall 
housing numbers, the completion 
of the first build-to-rent homes 
represents a timely addition to 
the rental market in light of the 
Government crackdown on the 
buy-to-let market. An additional 3% 
rate of Stamp Duty was introduced 
last year for buy-to-let and second 
home purchases, and this year tax 
relief on mortgage interest payments 
for buy-to-let landlords was cut. In 
the wake of the two policy changes, 
estate agents report reduced 
demand for properties from buy-to-
let landlords and some owners with 
large mortgages may be forced to sell 
homes as the cut relief changes are 
phased in. If the number of buy-to-
let properties does fall, it would put 
significant upward pressure on rents 
without the contribution of large 
numbers of build-to-rent homes onto 
the market.

Savills forecast 
240,000 homes will be 
completed by 2030
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The new buzzword in the property 

industry is ‘proptech’. The number 

of firms looking to disrupt traditional 

working practices in the industry 

through the use of technology has 

ballooned in recent years. New 

companies have emerged with a 

variety of different models across both 

commercial and residential property. 

They range from simple online 

marketplaces featuring properties to 

rent or buy, to more sophisticated 

platforms that use artificial intelligence 

(AI) technology to help read and 

analyse documents such as leases.

So far, proptech has made the biggest 

impact on the residential property 

market. Usage of portals such as 

Zoopla and Rightmove has ballooned 

in recent years. Their popularity has 

benefited estate agents by allowing 

them to market their properties to 

a much wider audience than would 

traditionally have been possible with 

local advertising and shop windows. 

Rightmove itself was the product of 

a joint venture between estate agent 

groups Countrywide, Halifax, Royal & 

Sun Alliance and Connells, set up as 

long ago as 2000. The portal is now a 

FTSE 250 company.

Proptech hasn’t been all good news 

for traditional estate agents. The 

emergence of online estate agents like 

eMoov, HouseSimple and Purplebricks 

is undoubtedly a threat – they have 

no bricks-and-mortar presence on 

the high-street and are therefore able 

to charge significantly lower fees. As 

of today, their market share is small. 

However, their growth over the past 

year has been impressive. Purplebrick’s 

latest full-year results showed the 

company grew its UK revenues by 

132% to £43.2 million in the year to 

April and delivered a modest operating 

profit for the first time. Such has been 

its success that the company’s share 

price has more than quadrupled since 

the start of 2017.

The growth is all the more remarkable 

given that the number of transactions 

in the UK housing market has fallen 

significantly over the past year. 

The slowdown has put the profits 

of traditional estate agents under 

significant pressure. However, they 

are not taking it lying down. The 

UK’s leading estate agency group, 

Countrywide, is looking to become 

more competitive by cutting its branch 

numbers at the same time as investing 

heavily in its technology. Others have 

even invested in online rivals. For 

example, Connells acquired Hatched at 

the end of 2015 and Savills, through 

its proprietary investment vehicle 

Grosvenor Hill Ventures, has invested in 

YOPA in two successive funding rounds 

during the past 18 months.

Even though commercial property 

agents haven’t been threatened as 

directly by online agents as their 

peers in the residential market have 

been, they are also investing heavily in 

technology, through the development 

of their own products and by investing 

in other businesses. Recent examples 

Proptech

Technological 
developments in 
property are likely to 
have a long term impact 
on traditional agents

On 26 September, Apple announced 

that it would be moving its UK 

Headquarters to Battersea Power 

Station. The news was unquestionably 

a boon for the Malaysian-backed 

Battersea Power Station Development 

Company, which had been feeling 

the effects of a slowdown in the 

luxury housing market. However, its 

significance went far wider than that. 

Apple agreed to lease 500,000 sq ft 

across six floors of the power station’s 

central boiler house. That makes the 

office move – which is due to take 

place in 2021 – one of the largest ever 

in London’s West End and surrounding 

area. Furthermore, rumours had 

been circulating for the best part of 

a year of Apple’s interest in moving 

to the Battersea scheme, so the fact 

that the US tech giant decided to 

sign three months after the Brexit 

vote was viewed as important. Philip 

Hammond was quick to describe it 

as ‘a vote of confidence in the UK 

economy’ before adding that the 

move ‘further strengthens London’s 

position as a global technology hub 

and demonstrates how the UK is at 

the forefront of the next steps in the 

tech revolution.’

Little more than a month after Apple’s 

announcement, Google also made 

a major commitment to London by 

confirming plans for a mammoth 

£1 billion development at Kings Cross, 

allaying fears it had been spooked by 

Big Apple letting

include CBRE’s launch across Europe, 

the Middle East and Africa of Deal 

Flow – a new online platform listing 

properties for sale – and the launch 

by JLL of a global prop-tech focused 

business called JLL Spark, which will 

be tasked with creating new products, 

making strategic investments and 

incubating startups.

The big agents argue that these are 

not just defensive moves designed to 

protect them from the competitive 

threat of startups that may one day 

eat into their market share or existing 

rivals that threaten to steal a march 

by coming up with a ground-breaking 

innovation. They say proptech ventures 

can also open up new markets. For 

example, Savills’ Chief Executive, 

Jeremy Helsby, claimed last year that its 

investment in YOPA wasn’t a case of 

‘if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em’ because 

it would take the business into the 

‘high-volume segment of the market, 

to which Savills has had little exposure 

to date’. Savills’ UK residential sales 

business, which is itself a small part of 

the wider group, has historically been 

focused mainly on upmarket properties.

Not all proptech ventures succeed. 

Indeed, some have already failed. 

Movehut, an online commercial 

property listings website, has fallen 

into administration only a few years 

after bankers were hired for a £10 

million flotation. However, there can 

be little doubt that proptech will have 

a transformational effect on how the 

property market operates in the years 

to come.

Battersea Power Station 
will become the UK 
headquarters for Apple 
in 2021
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On 4 July 2016 – less than two weeks 

after the EU referendum – news broke 

that Standard Life Investments had 

been forced to suspend trading in its 

£2.9 billion UK property fund. Soon 

after, it emerged that Aviva Investors 

and M&G had also been forced to 

suspend trading in their equivalent 

funds and before too long, seven 

funds were shut for business. The 

fund suspensions were among the first 

tangible signs, not just in property but 

also in the wider world of business and 

finance, of the UK’s decision to leave 

the EU having a direct impact. They 

therefore became a major national 

news story.

The funds had closed because their 

investors had rushed to take their 

money out in the wake of the vote. 

Fund managers had little choice but 

to close to give themselves time to 

sell properties, meet the redemptions 

and rebuild their cash reserves. It 

appeared to show that investors were 

Funds crisis

the EU referendum result. A 10-storey 
650,000 sq ft complex for 3,000 
employees will now be built alongside 
Google’s existing offices on Pancras 
Square. Announcing the move, Google’s 
Chief Executive, Sundar Pichai, was full 
of praise for the UK. ‘Here in the UK, it’s 
clear to me that computer science has a 
great future with the talent, educational 
institutions, and passion for innovation 
we see all around us.’

The office moves from Apple and 
Google are likely to prove a major boost 
for their local markets. Kings Cross has 
only taken off as a top office location 
in recent years, and in Battersea, Apple 
is breaking new ground move by 
locating its UK Headquarters there. Both 
companies are likely to attract others 
who want to be located nearby. Rob 
Tincknell, Chief Executive of Battersea 
Power Station Development Company, 
told Property Week last autumn that the 
company may develop more office space 
at the residential-led scheme on the 
back of the Apple deal, which he said 
‘completely underpins the destination’.

Growing demand from tech companies 
has been a key driver of London’s 
office market in recent years, helping 
to offset weaker demand from tenants 
in the financial services sector. Much of 
the demand is for small offices suitable 

for startups, but many of these have 
grown and become large occupiers. 
For example, online restaurant delivery 
company, Deliveroo, agreed to take 
51,500 sq ft at Cannon Bridge House 
last autumn – only two-and-a-half 
years after the business was run from a 
1,400 sq ft unit.

Tech companies have also helped to 
establish new office locations, most 
notably the so-called ‘tech belt’ along 
the northern and eastern fringes of 
The City, where rents can now equal, 
or even top, those found in the square 
mile. In the run-up to Brexit, which is 
likely to dampen demand from financial 
services occupiers, the continued success 
of London’s tech economy is expected 
to be more critical than ever for the 
health of the City’s office market.

Google CEO Sundar 
Pichai gave investor 
confidence in the UK 
a boost, when it was 
confirmed that the 
tech giant would be 
developing a new 
£1 billion office in London

panicking about the referendum 

result. Some commentators expressed 

fear that the UK commercial property 

market could be in for a re-run of the 

financial crisis when liquidity dried up 

and values plummeted. However, such 

fears proved to be unfounded. Helped 

by an influx of foreign money taking 

advantage of the weak pound, values 

fell less sharply than many predicted.

The crisis-hit UK property funds also 

recovered quickly and by the end of 

2016, all the funds that had closed 

were back up and running again. 

Attention then turned to establishing 

exactly why the funds had proved so 

vulnerable and what could be done 

to prevent the same thing happening 

again. All the funds that were forced to 

close were aimed at retailer investors – 

although it was the redemption orders 

of a small number of financial advisors 

and wealth managers managing their 

money rather than the decisions of 

larger numbers of individuals that 

caused the funds’ liquidity problems. 

The funds were also all daily-traded 

funds, which meant investors could 

take their money out whenever 

they liked.

Many in the property industry believe 

this model is flawed because property 

is not a liquid asset class – it can 

take months to sell a building – so 

allowing investors to withdraw money 

whenever they like is asking for 

trouble, especially as they can sell out 

at a price that is based on a valuation 

that is potentially out of date. For 

example, Richard Tice, Chief Executive 

of Quidnet Capital and co-founder of 

the pro-Brexit campaign group Leave.

EU, wrote in Property Week ‘Investors 

and IFAs had no real understanding 

of the true liquidity problems of daily 

trading in open-ended funds, where 

the underlying asset takes months 

to sell.’

None of the equivalent open-ended 

funds or institutional funds suffered 

the same mass redemptions as their 

retail fund counterparts, which is partly 

down to their structure. Institutional 

funds only allow investors to take 

money out on a quarterly basis and 

the price they exit at is based on the 

value of the portfolio at the time 

of exit, not when the redemption 

notice was served. However, adopting 

this approach for retail funds may 

not be feasible. As an independent 

report produced earlier this year for 

the Association of Real Estate Funds 

pointed out, the regulatory framework 

and operational limitations may make 

it difficult to move away from the daily-

traded model.

This year, the Financial Conduct 

Authority (FCA) has also published a 

discussion paper on the issues raised 

in the wake of last summer’s funds 

crisis, which was widely praised in 

the industry for ruling out an outright 

ban on open-ended property funds 

and putting forward a wide range 

of options for reform. The regulator 

is currently reviewing comments 

on the paper. All eyes now turn 

to its response, which is expected 

later this year and could involve 

proposals for new or amended rules 

governing funds.

The Financial Conduct 
Authority are expected 
to announce their 
proposals for regulation 
reform this year, in the 
wake of the fund’s crisis

Multinational 
property investors 
Standard Life 
suspended its UK 
trading after investors 
panicked in the wake 
of the Brexit decision
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Prefab homes first emerged in the 

aftermath of the Second World War to 

provide urgently needed housing. They 

are now making a comeback to solve 

today’s housing crisis. In the past year, 

major companies, including Berkeley 

Homes and Legal & General (L&G), 

have taken significant steps to embrace 

prefabrication – now dubbed modular 

construction – and the Government has 

also pledged support.

Like their post-war predecessors, the 

new generation of modular homes 

provide a way of building faster than 

traditional methods allow. However, in 

other ways, they are worlds apart. The 

new modular homes are built to last and 

advocates claim they are just as good, 

if not better, than traditionally-built 

homes. For example, the fact the homes 

are constructed off-site in a factory 

means they can be precision-built to 

deliver levels of energy efficiency that 

would otherwise be impossible.

Major companies are now seeing the 

potential of modular construction. 

London housebuilding giant, Berkeley 

Group, is aiming to build 20% of 

its future homes off site and L&G is 

building a factory in Leeds to produce 

up to 3,500 homes a year. The 

insurance giant’s Chief Executive, Nigel 

Wilson, claims that new technologies 

are part of the solution to the housing 

crisis. ‘Just as the car industry was 

automated, so the UK’s traditional 

building sector now needs to step up,’ 

he said this summer. ‘We need to build 

homes faster and more efficiently than 

ever before.’

It is a message that has resonated 

with the Government. Gavin Barwell, 

who was Housing Minister until this 

June’s election, has described off-site 

construction as ‘a huge opportunity 

to increase housing supply’. 

The Government plans to provide 

financial support to encourage 

the industry to embrace modular 

construction. Some of the £3 billion 

Home Building Fund, administered by 

the Homes and Communities Agency, 

will be directed to modular housing – 

potentially helping developers who are 

clubbing together to build factories.

As well as being put forward as a 

solution to the housing crisis, modular 

housing is also being talked about as 

a solution to the skills shortage in the 

construction industry, which some 

fear may be exacerbated after Brexit 

if tougher immigration controls are 

put in place. For example, last year’s 

government-commissioned Farmer 

Review called on the construction 

industry to embrace modern building 

methods, including modular, or face ‘a 

long-term and inexorable decline’.

Prefab comeback

Prefabricated housing is 
set to make a comeback 
in the UK

The recent sales of the Cheesegrater 

and Walkie-Talkie skyscrapers in the 

City of London are remarkable for 

several reasons. The most obvious is the 

size of the deals. The £1.28 billion sale 

of the Walkie-Talkie, known officially as 

20 Fenchurch Street, is the biggest ever 

deal for a single office building in the 

UK and the £1.135 billion sale of the 

Cheesegrater isn’t too far behind. Aside 

from the Walkie-Talkie, the only deal to 

trump it in size is the £1.18 billion sale 

of HSBC tower in Canary Wharf, which 

was bought by the Qatar Investment 

Authority in 2014.

Deals for the whole buildings were also 

not meant to be on the cards. At the 

end of last year, it emerged that UK-

listed developer, British Land, had put its 

50% stake in the Cheesegrater, officially 

called the Leadenhall Building, up for 

sale but, at the time, its joint venture 

partner Canada-based Oxford Properties 

had no intention of selling. It was only 

the strength of the bidding and the fact 

that that the ultimate buyer, CC Land, 

wanted 100% ownership that persuaded 

Oxford Properties to relinquish its stake 

as well. Similarly, in the case of the 

Walkie-Talkie, Canary Wharf Group put 

its syndicated 50% stake in the building 

Asian capital

At the moment, modular construction 

doesn’t offer a cost advantage and 

involves high up-front costs. However, 

it does make costs more predictable 

and if the skills shortage in the 

construction industry worsens and 

labour cost inflation continues its long-

term rise, developers are likely to find 

off-site methods increasingly attractive.

There are other hurdles to overcome as 

well. Lenders can be reluctant to lend 

against modular homes, and need to 

see the modular construction become 

more widespread before they treat it 

in the same way as homes built in the 

usual way.

Developers will also need convincing. 

The advantage of traditional methods 

is that developers can easily put the 

brakes on if housing market conditions 

change. Modular construction isn’t 

as flexible. Furthermore, the large 

housebuilders don’t necessarily need 

the speed that modular construction 

offers. They may not want to risk 

flooding a local market by building too 

many homes too quickly.

Developers who aren’t targeting the for-

sale market are expected to be among 

the most enthusiastic early adopters 

of off-site construction methods. For 

example, L&G will use its factory for its 

build-to-rent developments – large-scale 

housing schemes designed specifically 

for renters. The insurer, which is one of 

a growing number of major institutions 

and developers breaking into the rental 

market, doesn’t have to worry about 

building too quickly because homes 

for rent are snapped up much more 

quickly than homes for sale. If the likes 

of L&G can make a success of modular 

construction, it will give others the 

confidence to follow suit.

The purchase of the 
Leadenhall Building by 
Asian investors was the 
second largest purchase 
of its kind in the UK
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flooding a local market by building too 

many homes too quickly.

Developers who aren’t targeting the for-

sale market are expected to be among 

the most enthusiastic early adopters 

of off-site construction methods. For 

example, L&G will use its factory for its 

build-to-rent developments – large-scale 

housing schemes designed specifically 

for renters. The insurer, which is one of 

a growing number of major institutions 

and developers breaking into the rental 

market, doesn’t have to worry about 

building too quickly because homes 

for rent are snapped up much more 

quickly than homes for sale. If the likes 

of L&G can make a success of modular 

construction, it will give others the 

confidence to follow suit.

The purchase of the 
Leadenhall Building by 
Asian investors was the 
second largest purchase 
of its kind in the UK
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on sale in the Spring and LKK Health 

Products Group proactively opened 

talks with Landsec, the owner of the 

other 50% stake in the tower, in order 

to buy the whole property.

The prices paid by the buyers, both 

Hong Kong-based investors, reflected 

yields around the 3.4% mark, which 

spoke volumes for the state of the 

market. It demonstrated that almost 

a year on from the EU referendum, 

investor appetite for the biggest and 

highest quality London office buildings 

remained strong despite the threat 

Brexit poses to the UK economy and the 

financial services sector in particular.

CC Land and LKK are typical of the 

new wave of Far Eastern investors that 

have flooded into the London market 

since the Brexit vote. The bidders 

are attracted by the weakness of the 

pound, which has made UK real estate 

significantly cheaper, and what they 

see as the comparatively good long-

term prospects for the UK capital.

Cheung Chung Kiu, Chairman and 

majority owner of CC Land – which 

had already made a dramatic entrance 

into the UK market only a matter of 

weeks before the Cheesegrater deal 

with its purchase of One Kingdom 

Street for £292 million – told investors 

in the company’s latest annual report 

that its two London acquisitions would 

form ‘a firm base for the group’s 

investment in the UK’.

He added that the group had built a 

war chest for investment in ‘major cities 

globally’ after taking the decision two 

years ago to sell almost all its property 

holdings in Western China because of 

the weakening domestic economy and 

‘uncertainty and risks in the property 

market of second tier cities in China’.

For Hong Kong-based investors, rental 

yields on London offices, although 

low by historical standards, look 

attractive compared with their domestic 

market. A report by Savills and Deakin 

University in Australia last year found 

Hong Kong’s office yields were the 

lowest of 54 major global markets.

The upshot of all the strong investor 

interest from the Far East is that prices 

for top quality London offices have 

barely moved since the EU referendum. 

Indeed, if anything, pricing has become 

keener for the best buildings. CBRE 

estimated in April that prime City yields 

had reverted to their pre-referendum 

level of 4% having moved out by 

25bps to 4.25% last year.

Low rental yields in 
Hong Kong has meant 
that Far Eastern investors 
continue to look toward 
the UK
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Colin Tutt, Chairman

A recently completed Octagon 
House in St George’s Hill, Weybridge

A 37-year old private business, Octagon operates at the 
very top-end of the housing market, being a niche player 
that other companies have tried to imitate. Moving with 

the times in a cyclical market, the company is now embarking 
on changing its business model to cater for a growing market of 
would-be homeowners.

Octagon Developments first emerged as a market leader in the £1 million plus 
detached housing market through the 1980s. Throughout its subsequent 37-year 
history, it has established itself at the forefront of the luxury housing market. This 
longevity is something Octagon Executive Chairman, Colin Tutt, puts down to a 
strict adherence to quality. ‘Quality is a word that has become synonymous with 
the Octagon name over that period,’ he says. ‘People in London and Surrey will 
commonly say they “want an Octagon” – the name has real brand significance.’ 
The company’s reputation has also spawned so-called Octagon Groupies – a loyal 
band of repeat buyers of multiple properties through the developer.

When joining Octagon in 1985, Tutt says that the company – still in its formative 
years – was building half a dozen houses annually and employing around 10 
people. Over time, through purely organic growth with no acquisitions, the 
business has increased to 72 employees – comprised of roles from land buyers, 
architects, surveyors, site managers to customer care representatives – across the 
company. This employment model goes against the industry grain which sees 
many developers outsourcing most of these roles. Each Octagon property currently 
sells for an average price of circa £5 million, with long-term growth stimulated 
by a policy that any profit made is kept within the business instead of paying out 
dividends to directors. 

FACTS ABOUT 
OCTAGON DEVELOPMENTS

 » Developer of luxury houses 
in London and South East 
England

 » Operates from one office in 
Hampton Court on the banks 
of the River Thames

 » Founded in 1980

 » Employs 72 staff comprised 
of land buyers, architects, 
surveyors, project managers, 
site managers and customer 
care representatives

 » Winner of many industry 
awards, including multiple 
What House? Awards, Evening 
Standard New Home Awards 
and International Home Awards

Octagon 
Developments
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A cyclical industry

Directors receive salaries instead of 

dividends in order to keep money in 

the business, and this allows Octagon 

to grow its balance sheet. This 

approach has helped the business in 

the more lean times, most notably in 

the 2008 global financial crisis that saw 

the housing market hit on almost every 

level. ‘During the past nine years things 

have got a lot tougher,’ Tutt admits.

‘But the housing market is cyclical 

in nature and it will certainly come 

back – and we’ll certainly be around 

when it does.’ Tutt also identifies the 

company’s ‘strong’ relationship with 

HSBC as a crucial source of funding, 

and says this has helped the firm in 

both good and bad times.

Housing policy

One area identified as being problematic 
for a company like Octagon is at policy 
level. The initial threat of the Mansion Tax 
resulted in problems for the top end of 
the housing market. After this subsided, 
a rise in the stamp duty banding system 
had a negative effect. Tutt says the fact 
that the percentage applied to house 
purchases rising from between 5 to 7% 
up to 12 to 15% resulted in a drop in 
transactions for high-end developers 
across the market. 

‘This is because no matter how much 
money the buyer has, people will 
naturally resent paying hundreds of 
thousands of pounds in stamp duty,’ 
Tutt explains. ‘Instead, people have 
opted to put the money into extending 
and/or refurbishing their homes rather 
than paying it to the Exchequer.’ He 
adds that the current market works in 
favour of the buyer, with more supply 
than demand meaning cash buyers 
especially have a strong hand to play. 

Changing the business model

Given the changing market and a 
tendency to regularly review its business 
model, Octagon is relying on its ability 
to be adaptable to contribute to a 
prosperous future. Following a decision to 
diversify made around two years ago, the 
company will look towards developing 
properties in larger volumes at the more 
affordable end of the market. 

‘As a business we are very adaptable 
– we have built a 212-unit project in 
Virginia Water where most homes sold 
for under £1 million, and just as easily, 
we built a single property not far away 
near Sunningdale, that sold for around 
£30 million,’ he says. New projects are 
currently being undertaken, particularly 
in the county of Surrey where demand 
is growing for new housing. ‘We’ve 
secured planning consent for a site of 
125 private units in Surrey, with 36 
affordable houses and establishing a 
new co-educational secondary school,’ 
Tutt says. 

Purchasers 
naturally 
resent paying 
hundreds of 
thousands of 
pounds in 
stamp duty

“
“

An Octagon home 
constructed on the 
Wentworth Estate, Surrey 
with extensive leisure 
facilities and parking for 
eight cars underground

Part of the 212 unit 
scheme at Virginia Water 
where this Grade I Listed 
Building was restored 
and refurbished to 
provide 22 new homes 
with the remainder 
being new build
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Octagon Bespoke

In another change to its business model, 

the developer established Octagon 

Bespoke in early 2014, a service which 

sees the company help clients plan, 

design and build a new home. ‘Octagon 

will have their old house demolished, 

acquire them a planning consent for a 

brand new property designed to their 

bespoke requirements and build this 

over a set period,’ In its relatively short 

lifespan, the Bespoke service has taken 

off, with Octagon estimating around 26 

projects were ongoing as of April 2017. 

Tutt says the service, which is unique in 

terms of the large scale the company 

is operating on, also has financial 

benefits that could attract clients 

looking beyond the traditional selling 

and buying of property. ‘It also has the 

attraction of no VAT or stamp duty to 

pay because the client technically isn’t 

buying anything. The only outlay would 

be the construction cost of their new 

home and rent for around 18 months 

during the building phase.’ While Tutt 

foresees the speculative build market 

being a bigger revenue driver than its 

bespoke service, he says the low risk of 

the projects in this area will nevertheless 

ensure it is a sizeable contributor to 

Octagon’s future profitability. 

‘The diversification of Octagon will 

help us get through the current cycle 

we are experiencing,’ Tutt says. ‘By 

taking this approach, and showing 

a willingness to be different, we will 

continue to play a growing role in 

Surrey and other areas within the M25 

and, more so in the coming years, the 

London housing market.’

Quality is a word 
that has become 
synonymous 
with the 
Octagon name

“ “

An Octagon Bespoke 
property designed and 
built to the client’s own 
specific requirements

Octagon’s Head Office 
on the banks of the 
River Thames near 
Hampton Court
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John Lambert, Managing 
Director at Forticrete

Forticrete’s Gemini roof tile at Redrow Homes’ 
Stretton Green development in Cheshire

As pessimism surrounding Brexit continues, the 
Construction Products Association (CPA) is the latest 
organisation to slash its growth forecast for 2017, cutting 

it from 4.1% to just 0.8%. Despite such substantial revisions, 
industry prospects remain ‘bright’ with housebuilding expected 
to remain a key source of output growth, with private house 
building starts rising at 2.0% per year between 2017 and 2019.

The sector has already started to put a dent in Britain’s ‘homes deficit’ with the 

Government’s Help to Buy scheme enabling over 220,000 people to buy a home 

since its launch in 2013. To achieve the Government’s ‘one million homes in this 

parliament’ target, output needs to average 200,000 homes a year. 

Homes for the future

Sajid Javid declared the ‘housing market is broken’, following the unveiling of 

the Government’s long-awaited housing white paper. The key proposals include 

the increase of nationally-set planning fees and a further consultation on the 

introduction of a fee for making a planning appeal, deterring unnecessary planning 

appeals and reducing delay. 

Whether the plans and proposals outlined within the white paper come to fruition 

remains to be seen. However, any sharp increase in output will only exacerbate the 

industry’s already scant material availability, with manufacturers under increasing 

pressure to ensure they have the capacity and required skill-sets in-house to 

meet new build targets. The risk is that housebuilders face lengthy waits due to 

significant shortages of popular building materials. 

Forticrete

FACTS ABOUT FORTICRETE

 » Nearly 100 years of 
manufacturing heritage

 » Locations include: Leighton 
Buzzard, Ibstock, Midsomer 
Norton, Sheffield, Durham, 
Burton-on-Trent, Matlock

 » Part of Ibstock Plc, the UK’s 
biggest manufacturer of 
clay and concrete heavy side 
building products

 » Expanded workforce by 43% 
in five years

 » Turnover: circa £42 million

 » Manufactures 6,580 sq m 
of roofing tiles per day

 » Developed the first twin 
interlocking plain tile in 1988
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Forticrete’s award 
winning Gemini twin 
interlocking plain tile

Manufacturing innovation

Forticrete is a customer-focused 
supplier to the UK construction 
industry that has long been the driving 
force at the forefront of innovation in 
roof tile, architectural concrete block, 
walling stone and cast stone dressing 
development. Our innovations have 
long eased the pain of the limited 
availability of natural products.

This commitment saw the company 
honoured with a Queen’s Award 
for Enterprise: Innovation in 2001. 
Likewise, our Gemini roof tile was 
awarded prestigious Millennium 
Products status by the Design Council 
thanks to its economic benefits: 
producing 40% less CO

2
 emissions per 

sq m of roof whilst improving coverage. 

Preparing for the future… now

Forticrete is investing significantly to 
meet the demands of those tasked 
with addressing the UK’s housing 
shortage. Anticipating the growth 
in demand for new housing stock, 
Forticrete commenced a significant 

expansion plan to ensure the company 
was well placed to supply the market 
with innovative products.

Our innovative new large format, thin 
leading edge concrete roof tile – SL8 
– will launch in Spring 2017. Currently 
in use at trial sites across the UK, SL8 
replicates the aesthetic of natural slate 
more authentically than its competition 
thanks to its increased width which is 
more akin to traditional equivalents. 

These figures provide the best 
evidence to date as to how much 
house builders have ramped up 
housing supply. The Government’s 
ambitious target to build one million 
homes over the course of this 
parliament is now within reach 
Stewart Baseley, Executive Chairman of the Home 
Builders Federation

“

“
»  A C C R E D I T A T I O N S  /  E N V I R O N M E N T  /  H E A L T H  &  S A F E T Y

Accreditation / Award Description

Quality BS EN ISO 9001 All Forticrete manufacturing facilities are BSI registered and 
operate to the requirements of BS EN ISO 9001, the international 
standard for quality, based on third-party assessment.

Environmental BS EN ISO 14001 The company’s Environmental Management System operates 
to the requirements of the BS EN ISO 14001 environment 
management standard. 

BES 6001 The company boasts the rating of Very Good for BES 6001 
across its Masonry, Roofing and Walling product factories 
demonstrating responsible sourcing, and also holds the rating of 
Good for its Cast Stone manufacturing facilities.

Chartered Member 
of the Precast 
Sustainability Charter

The Precast Sustainability Charter recognises British Precast 
Concrete Federation members that go above and beyond 
legislation and take voluntary actions to ensure their products 
and operations are more sustainable.

Health & Safety 2015 British Precast 
Best Practice Awards

Outstanding Contribution to Health and Safety award: in 
recognition of Forticrete’s commitment to keeping Lost Time 
Accidents (LTAs) on a downward trend, which passed a remarkable 
3,476 days without a single LTA at its Cebastone factory. 
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Forticrete’s large format, 
thin leading edge SL8 
concrete roof tile being 
installed

Forticrete’s new range is a significant 
step-change in the large format 
concrete roof tile market. It provides 
an attractive and cost-effective 
solution and is considered to 
revolutionise the large format 
concrete tile offering in the 
marketplace 
Seth Williams, Senior Planner at DLP Planning

“

“ “

Forticrete will also launch PAN8, a 

pioneering pantile roof tile designed to 

replicate a traditional clay pantile. 

Both tiles provide greater coverage 

than existing large format products; 

allowing for a reduction of 

approximately 20% in the overall 

numbers of tiles required. These tiles 

are quicker and easier to lay, handle 

and transport. With less product 

required, the potential for damage on 

site and waste in the manufacturing 

process is also reduced, meaning 

cost and time savings; both critical 

to supporting the Government’s 

aspiration to ‘get Britain building’.

It’s not only roof tiles that are in 

high demand. The trend amongst 

homeowners to differentiate the 

exterior of their homes has resulted 

in a limited availability of natural and 

reconstructed walling stone and cast 

stone. In response, Forticrete has also 

invested approximately £1 million to 

expand capacity at its Thornley factory 

near Durham and its Anstone factory 

near Sheffield. 

The investment comprises several 

additional moulding and packing 

stations, state-of-the-art mix batching 

and dosing equipment and a new 

high-volume curing chamber, to satisfy 

increasing demand from two of the 

company’s new house building clients. 

The construction of a third cast stone 

facility has also been brought forward 

to satisfy the growing demand from 

two of the company’s key new house 

building clients.

Conclusion

With the Government outlining its 

commitment to accelerate housing 

throughout 2016, pressure on 

construction product manufacturers 

to deliver yet more high-quality, 

sustainable building materials 

has soared. 

As many scramble to ensure they’re 

able to meet this growing demand, it 

is Forticrete that is set to lead the way 

in 2017 thanks to its long-standing 

commitment to manufacturing 

innovation to meet the demands of 

its customers. 
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Brian Clink MCIOB, Managing 
Director

Bespoke new home on a national award 
winning development in north Leeds

With its foundations in North Leeds, Park Lane Homes 
has built a well-earned reputation for delivering 
beautifully-designed luxury homes in North and West 

Yorkshire. From barn conversions and large Victorian style villas, 
to unique detached homes and luxury apartments, we have the 
skills and expertise to design and build the ultimate luxurious 
and characterful new homes in the most desirable areas of West 
and North Yorkshire. 

From humble beginnings

The company was formed by my father in 1990, starting off in a modest way and 

then, as time went by, growing to employ a number of staff with a move to more 

appropriate premises.

Anyone who has been involved in house building will know that it is a cyclical 

industry but the quality end of the housing market, to a certain extent, irons out 

those peaks and troughs. There is always demand for good property and we have 

managed to continue trading in profit through all the turbulent times. It is both by 

positioning ourselves in the market with a certain type of product and maintaining 

high standards that has allowed us to achieve this.

Our bespoke new homes vary in design and size to reflect the very best of the 

character of the areas in which we build, consistently achieving a standard of 

finishes which exceed the norm by some considerable way.

FACTS ABOUT PARK LANE HOMES

 » Established in 1990 enjoying 
success in the second generation

 » Independently-run family 
business

 » Largely self-funding

 » Turnover has increased by over 
100% over the last three years

 » Renowned housebuilder 
developer with an enviable 
reputation and an impressive 
portfolio of completed projects

 » Business activities include 
the construction of bespoke 
homes, quality developments 
and a land consultancy service

 » Operating in the top end of the 
market working closely with 
clients building outstanding 
quality bespoke homes in the 
most desirable locations

 » Winners of a number of 
prestigious industry awards

 » Close-knit professional team 
with low staff turnover

 » www.parklanehomes.co.uk

Park Lane Homes
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Ethos of quality

From the company’s formation the focus 
has been on quality. That came from my 
father who has always had a keen eye 
for detail. His philosophy from day one 
was simple, to ensure that everything 
was as good as it could possibly be, this 
philosophy continues today!

Attention to detail is insisted 
upon from all our employees and 
contractors. When interviewing, we 
look for someone special. Quality is 
down to people, the way that we work 
and the materials with which we work. 

This way of working guarantees 
high-quality finished houses in which 
we can all take pride. Employees and 
sub-contractors alike consistently stay 
with us and, over time, we develop 
excellent working relationships with 
our many connections.

Facing a challenging 
environment

Despite our sustained success and 
ambition for growth there are some 
significant challenges that we face 
around the availability of land, the 
rising cost of materials and the 
availability of a skilled workforce. 

If we consider statistics in terms of the 
proportion of national house building 
over the last 30 years or so, the number 
being built by small to medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) is now significantly 
less than it has ever been. 

One reason for this is that large plots of 
land are released for development and 
because of their sheer scale they can 
only ever go to corporate housebuilders. 
It is very difficult to find small parcels 
of land and those that are available are 
highly contested, pushing the prices of 
land up without necessarily pushing up 
the price of the end product. 

In addition to finding the right plots of 
land, a significant challenge we face can 
be the planning system taking longer 
to process planning applications. The 
effect for businesses is that this locks 
working capital in sites for longer than 
necessary and has the knock-on effect 
of delaying delivery of new homes.

The key point with labour and 
materials is availability and increasing 
prices. A lack of investment over the 
years in apprenticeship schemes has 
added to the reasons that have caused 
a shortfall in skilled workers which is in 
turn driving up costs. I believe that the 
failure to engage positively with young 
people at their careers stage in schools 
is a significant factor in the shortfall of 
young people entering the industry. 

The perception of construction from 
an early age is flawed. Certainly as an 
employer we’re given the impression 
that young people want to leave school, 
wear a suit and ‘have it all’ as quickly 
as they can. They don’t realise there 
are some fantastic career opportunities 
and great earning potential in both 
trades and management within the 
construction industry. 

Quality is 
down to 
people

“ “

Bridge House Farm, 
Weeton near Harrogate, 
the first of two unique 
barn conversion nears 
completion whilst work 
continues topping out 
the second

Two bespoke new 
homes on a four plot 
development at The 
Moorlands in Boston 
Spa. The site has 
been nominated for a 
national award
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In order to do our small part in 
addressing the skills shortage we try 
and give back to the industry where 
we can by developing staff within the 
company through training and internal 
promotion, and being involved with 
Continual Professional Development 
(CPD) events at local colleges and 
other organisations externally.

Preparing for the future

Whilst we have a strong desire to 
sustainably develop our business, the 
strategy over the last 27 years has 
been sound and successful so I can see 
no reason for any dramatic change 
in direction. 

That is not to say that there will not be 
changes, every business evolves and 
we are no different. My brother James 
and I took over running the business 
from my father in April 2016. Since 
then, changes introduced include 
a cloud-based accounts software 
package that is slicker, more intuitive, 
time saving and more favoured by staff 
than the previous system. 

In addition to accounts we have 
introduced a cloud-based holistic 
software package designed specifically 
for the housebuilding industry. This 
is a US-based system and we are the 
first UK housebuilder to successfully 
implement its use into their business. 

The advantage of this new system 
to us is that it brings together, via 
a common application, a number 
of previously disparate areas of our 

business. For example build scheduling, 
daily logs, customer selections and 
after sales are all managed by of the 
same software package – accessible 
from any web-enabled device. 

In addition to improving how we 
operate internally, the software enables 
us to improve the service we offer our 
customers. For example they are able to 
be kept informed via a client log in / app 
where they can view documents, check 
latest site progress and communicate 
with the site management and sales 
teams. Customers can even sign off 
variation orders by using their finger to 
sign the screen on their smart phone 
or tablet anywhere, at any time. 

We do not want to reinvent the wheel 
because our systems have served us well 
since 1990, but we do continuously 
review how we can evolve by improving 
our products and how we manage 
and produce them. We are fortunate 
to be supported by some of the finest 
individuals in the industry. I look 
forward to both the challenges that the 
future brings and the continued growth 
and success of Park Lane Homes.

We do 
continuously 
review how 
we can evolve

“ “

Castle Fields, an award-
winning development 
of 14 new homes in the 
exclusive village of Bardsey 
to the North of Leeds

» A W A R D S 

Our commitment to producing outstanding homes finished to the 
highest standards has been recognised in a number of ways, by both 
excellent feedback from clients and the winning of many prestigious 
regional and national industry awards. For example we have recently 
received a ‘Highly Commended’ award for the ‘Medium Development 
of the Year’ for Castle Fields, illustrated above and have previously 
been national winners of the hugely coveted Premier Guarantee 
Excellence Awards ‘Small Development of the Year’.
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Howard Evans, Managing Director

 SPV Head Office

With over 30 years of experience in the industry and 
an excellent reputation, SPV prides itself on its 
professional quality of service, high standard of 

workmanship and our ability to always work very closely with all 
our clients.

Now incorporating SPV Roofing & Cladding, SPV Windows, SPV Special Projects, 
SPV Hotel Refurbishment, SPV Shopfitting & Building, Ivor Parnham Building 
Services, and SPV Plant. SPV Group offers a multitude of disciplines and services to 
provide the complete package for your building needs.

SPV Group is known for its expert, in-depth knowledge of roofing, cladding and 
window systems and for an extremely high standard of work; qualities which result 
in exceptionally high levels of repeat business and personal recommendations.

Centrally located

The SPV Head Office is centrally situated in the West Midlands with easy access 
to anywhere in the UK and we also have satellite forces in Glasgow, Cumbria, 
Weston-super-Mare, Hampshire and Swansea. Our 18,000 sq ft of warehouse 
space and 3,000 sq ft of office space provides the company with the room to grow, 
develop and expand into new markets.

SPV special projects

Our Special Projects Division offers project design and construction on large-scale 
renovation projects in the commercial and industrial sectors. We can undertake full 
design and build renovations of existing Hotel, Leisure and Office buildings from 

SPV Group

FACTS ABOUT SPV GROUP

 » Incorporated in 2001

 » Turnover in excess of 
£10 million

 » Family business

 » Head Office situated in the 
West Midlands with Regional 
Offices in London, Preston and 
France

 » Accredited to ISO 9001, 
14001 and 18001

 » Employing over 100 operatives 
all directly employed

 » All operatives hold 
a Construction Skills 
Certification Scheme (CSCS) 
card

 » Committed to the highest 
levels of training

 » Continually supporting 
apprentices 
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architectural design and planning 
permission to full internal and external 
building refurbishment.

SPV Group has recently completed the 
building envelope works at Albany 
House, Birmingham.

The office building was refurbished 
with a new external facade system 
and new glazing to all elevations. The 
property is an eleven storey building 
that includes both cellular and open 
plan office suites approached via a 
marbled entrance lobby off Hurst 
Street, Birmingham.

The project involved the installation of 
Marley Eternit cladding panels to all 
elevations of the large office building, 
complete with the replacement of all 
windows using new Technal aluminium 
windows. The project also involved 
stone repairs to the existing facade prior 
to the installation of the insulation.

The client was delighted with the 
finished project commenting that the 
works have transformed both the 
profile of the surrounding area, and 
the previously drab looking concrete 
building into a vibrant and modern 
aesthetically pleasing building.

Our client was further delighted that 
not only was the building transformed 
but also the letting enquiries from 
potential tenants significantly 
increased. The building was only half 
let prior to the works commencing 
and, upon completion, was fully let.

Working with schools 

One of SPV’s other specialities is 
offering services to schools and 
academy’s. SPV has the capacity 
to undertake large and small 
refurbishment projects to private and 
public schools during term time or 
within any holiday recess.

A good example of this is a recently 
completed project at St Johns School, 
Wolverhampton.

The project involved the supply and 
installation of a Bauder felt roofing 
system to waterproof all roof areas, 
complete with new roof lights and 
new cladding to the tank room. SPV 
also worked with the school and 
invited the students to decorate the 
hoarding boards on site. Subsequently, 
SPV has been recently named 
as runner up in the Considerate 
Constructors Ivor Goodsite Hoarding 
Competition 2017.

SPV Group has recently completed 
the flat roofing works at Orient 
House, Manchester. Orient House is 
an iconic building in Manchester city 
centre. Built in 1914, the Manchester: 
Pevsner City Guide describes this 
former warehouse as ‘one of the most 
extravagant, six storeys with attics 
of white faience with a giant iconic 
colonnade’. The front elevation of the 
six-storied Orient House is profusely 
decorated in moulded faience of 
classical influence and the sides 
and rear elevations of the building 
provide the characteristics allowing 
Orient House to assume its position 
here as one of the earliest modern 
buildings in Manchester. Orient 
House is currently being upgraded 
both externally and internally, with 

Four Seasons Shopping 
Centre, Mansfield- 
Shortlisted Project in the 
NFRC Roofing Awards 
2017

I have been 
extremely 
impressed with 
the 
professionalism 
and 
competency of 
SPV in 
delivering on 
schedule our  
re-roofing  
project 
Stuart Ayres, 
Headteacher St Johns 
Primary School, 
Wolverhampton

““

“
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SPV also currently undertaking the 
glazing replacement works as well 
as the concrete repair works to the 
rear elevation. Once upgraded, the 
building will offer modern, up to date 
student accommodation.

Fire refurbishment experts 

We were on hand to help after the 
Macdonald Randolph Hotel was 
damaged by a devastating fire which 
originated in the kitchen in 2014. The 
heritage building is in the centre of 
Oxford on Beaumont Street, occupying 
a corner site with the Ashmolean 
Museum opposite the main entrance, 
with the other side fronting onto 
St Giles and colleges and the Playhouse 
Theatre a few doors up.

SPV were initially appointed to carry 
out the emergency works to get 
the hotel back up and running and 
following these works we were then 
appointed the external and internal 
fire refurbishment contract. Works 
involved the rebuilding of the tower of 
the hotel as per Heritage requirements, 
flat roofing works, slate roofing works 
and remedial works to the windows. 

SPV were also appointed to create 
the new Acanthus Dining Experience 
at the hotel, which offers the people 

of Oxford an exciting new dining 

experience, as well as The Cartoon Bar 

– the most stylish new bar in Oxford 

city centre. SPV forged excellent 

relationships with the hotel throughout 

the contract, which ensured that as 

little disruption as possible was caused 

throughout the work.

Glazing division

Our SPV Window Division offers 

a complete window replacement 

service in both aluminium and uPVC 

depending on client requirements, and 

all installation is compliant with Part L 

Regulations. We also specialise in the 

supplying and fitting of curtain walling, 

doors and glass box entrances.

SPV recently completed the glazing 

works at the Crowne Plaza Plymouth 

hotel. The contract involved the supply 

and fixing of a secondary glazing 

system to the restaurant windows 

comprising of individual frames of 

laminate glazing, complete with the 

replacement of all internal cills on the 

secondary glazing. The penthouse 

restaurant, which is located on the 

14th floor of the hotel and boasts 

panoramic sea views, has been 

transformed into a Marco Pierre 

White Steakhouse.

Ongoing commitment

Over the years we have built up a wide 

range of recognisable clients across 

the private and public sectors, such as 

InterContinental Hotels Group, Rank 

Group Gaming Division, Jones Lang 

LaSalle, Macdonald Hotels, Odeon 

Cinemas, Iceland Frozen Foods, Lidl, 

Asda and British Aerospace. 

At SPV Group customer satisfaction 

is our highest priority and we work 

closely with all clients to ensure that 

contracts are carried out within the 

agreed timescales, within budget and 

to the agreed specifications.

Award Winning 
Company

Holiday Inn hotel, 
Cardiff
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Upton Dene, Chester

Morris Homes is one of the country’s largest, privately-
owned house builders. Based in Cheshire, it has been 
building new homes across the North West, Midlands 

and East of England for more than 60 years. 

Decades of experience have earned Morris an award-winning reputation as a 

responsible and professional development partner in the regeneration of local 

areas, and the company has become well known for creating inspiring, energy-

efficient and sustainable communities which flourish.

Company history

The diversity of the developments Morris creates reflects its breadth of experience; 

ranging from small sites to large-scale mixed-use urban villages requiring master 

planning. It has also become an expert in the creation of affordable housing, 

community investment, sustainability and safeguarding local ecology systems. The 

company’s strong heritage and continuing growth allows it to tackle even the most 

complex and challenging developments. 

Our homes

Morris build high-quality, spacious homes. Its expert planners, designers and 

tradesmen build with integrity and a commitment to excellence that Morris prizes 

ahead of profit. It approaches house building with a ‘one size doesn’t fit all’ mentality. 

Each development is different and designs always reflect the local vernacular. 

That’s why Morris prides itself on its wide variety of house designs which help to 

create individual street scenes and developments that build new communities or fit 

FACTS ABOUT  
MORRIS HOMES

 » Established in Lancashire in 
1953

 » Regional offices in the North, 
Midlands and East of the 
Country

 » Turnover of more than 
£300 million

 » Sustainable homes which 
respect tradition and local 
heritage

Morris Homes
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seamlessly and stylishly into established 
areas. The quality of the materials used 
makes a difference too, and it only 
selects bricks with a premium hand-
crafted appearance to ensure their 
homes not only look beautiful, but fit 
naturally into their surroundings.

It’s also why Morris invests in the 
look and feel of its street scenes 
with natural planting and considered 
pathways that blend effortlessly into 
the surrounding natural environment.

Considered and collaborative master 
planning is key as Morris works with a 
number of quality partners to respect 
tradition and local heritage, enhancing 
often neglected areas and linking cities 
and communities. Its strict Quality 
Management System, check back 
procedures and two year warranty 
ensure this standard of quality is 
maintained long after completion.

Our customers

Morris customers are a mixture of 
private and housing association, and 
40% of its customers during the 
financial year 2016/17 benefited from 
using the Government’s Help to Buy 
scheme – something Morris supports 
strongly, as it pushes for more 
affordable homes for first time buyers.

Morris enjoys a healthy dialogue with 
all of its customers, fostering positive 
relationships and gathering feedback 
to inform how they do things – with 
results reviewed at board level. 
They go to great efforts to ensure 
strong communication and customer 
satisfaction is embedded in the fabric 
of its business. This has been a key 
determinant of company success 
to date. 

In the financial year 2016/17, 
compared to 2015/16, Morris saw 
customer traffic to its website rise 
by 18% and reservations rise by 
over 10%.

Quality and environment 

Morris is proud of its commitment to 
reduce impact on the environment, 
and this is reflected in building 
methods, the materials it chooses, and 
the energy saving appliances included 
in its homes to help reduce energy 
bills. It’s commitment to environmental 
policies was rewarded is 2007 
when it became the first ever Green 
Housebuilder of the Year.

The expertise Morris has in this area 
was seen in the build of the pioneering 
Vista development – the UK’s largest 
Zero Carbon Village in Peterborough, 
delivered in partnership with the 
Homes and Communities Agency 
and Peterborough Council. Each 
home on this unique development 
has been built using new and 
manageable zero carbon technologies, 
building techniques, fabrics and 
systems to minimise the impact on 
the environment, while maintaining 
affordability and urban design. 

Recycling and waste management are 
also key to its strategy and Morris uses 
off-site manufactured components 
to keep waste levels low. Separating 
waste on site helps to reduce its 
footprint too, allowing specialist waste 
management companies to recover or 
recycle more than 98% of waste.

Morris prides 
itself on its 
wide variety of 
house designs 
and high level 
of expertise in 
tackling even 
the most 
complex and 
challenging 
developments

“

“
Sandford Village, 
Warrington
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People and culture 

The Morris team of more than 

400 employees is dedicated to 

designing, building and selling the best 

quality homes that enhance the lives 

of owners and residents. The business 

invests heavily in training to ensure its 

experts become industry leaders and 

pioneers. The company’s staff turnover 

ratio is less than 10% which duly 

illustrates their commitment to people 

and the house building sector. 

Morris Homes’ recent award success 

is an acknowledgement of the 

combination of technical expertise and 

excellent leadership skills all of these 

teams display. Over the past 10 years 

Morris Site Managers have received 87 

National House Building Council (NHBC) 

Pride in the Job Awards and had more 

than 10 Regional Winners. Its Premium 

Rating, as assessed by the NHBC, is A1*.

Partnerships 

Morris takes pride in, and is well known 

for, being collaborative and this is 

at the heart of its outward-looking 

approach. The company works with 

planning authorities, agencies including 

government bodies like the Homes 

and Communities Agency (HCA), and 

housing associations to create a range of 

developments and consortiums, offering 

affordable, as well as sustainable homes. 

The aforementioned partnership with 

the HCA, Peterborough City Council 

and Cross Keys Housing Association 

at Morris’ Vista development is a great 

example of collaboration in action. 

In addition, its latest venture with 

the HCA and Northampton Borough 

Council will soon to start delivery on 

900 new homes, a Local Centre and a 

new Primary School.

Other partnerships allow Morris 

to design whole communities. 

It is currently working on large-

scale consortium developments 

collaborating with Urban & Civic at 

Alconbury Weald in Cambridgeshire 

and The Beacons in Rugby, both 

developments demonstrate this 

clearly – pooling skills, space and 

resources to create new infrastructure 

and regeneration.

Future outlook

Morris continues to plan ahead to 

maintain the supply of high-quality, 

energy-efficient and affordable family 

housing, for which they are renowned. 

It anticipates building 1,500 new 

homes in the current financial year 

and has ambitious plans to partner 

with, amongst others, the HCA to 

help tackle the country’s current 

housing crisis. 

Well known 
for its 
collaborative 
approach with 
planning 
authorities 
and 
government 
bodies like the 
HCA

“

“
Earle Gardens, 
Dunchurch

The Cloisters, Roby Mill
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Terrence Macey, Director 
of Derreb Limited

In your dreams

Derreb is one of the many small and medium sized 
property investment and development companies that 
contribute to the improvement of space for people to 

live, work, shop and dine out. Derreb is accustomed to working 
on listed buildings and on buildings within conservation areas.

Such work involves the improvement of the space within listed buildings, 

converting such buildings (e.g. from shops to restaurants) and creating new 

buildings adjacent to listed buildings and in conservation areas. 

In order to effect such work, and improve the historic built environment, it is 

necessary to work with both Planning Officers and Conservation Officers. The 

challenge is to resolve the conflict between the integrity of the past and the needs 

of the present. 

Enlightened Conservation Officers are able to balance the retention of what is 

integral to an historic building with the ability to sacrifice what is of little or no 

importance historically, in order to improve space and use. 

In my experience this system works well. Historic buildings and medieval town 

centres develop to create in ancient buildings space that satisfies the demands of 

the present. 

The planning system, in my experience, does not work successfully with regard to 

new residential developments. The design, density and other issues that relate to 

the creation of new homes are, with debate, guidance (although often confused 

and conflicting) and patience, capable of resolution. 

Derreb

Derreb Limited 
is a small 
investment 
and 
development 
company 
operating in 
Southern 
England

““

“
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Unfortunately, the debate does not 

stop with the resolution of a suitably 

designed scheme. It is not the initial 

stage that frustrates developers, but 

that which follows, which prevents the 

realisation of new homes. 

It is claimed that there is no 

Development Land Tax, as that 

would deter development of much 

needed homes. 

However, there is tax on the 

development of new homes. With 

panache, the tax acquires the sobriquet 

of ‘Section 106 obligations’. I shall call 

it ‘The Tax’.

The Section 106 agreement contains 

the obligations, financial and 

otherwise, which the Local Planning 

Authority exacts from the hopeful 

developer. This is the ‘price’ of 

obtaining the planning permission to 

proceed to development. 

The Local Planning Authority often 

requires such high financial or 

other contributions (particularly, the 

provision of affordable housing) that 

the Developer finds it unattractive 

to take the risk of development with 

the prospect of diminished profit 

or loss. The Tax is too high and 

prevents development.

The Developer having designed a 

scheme acceptable to the planning 

authorities, must negotiate, on an 

individual site basis, The Tax (payable 

pursuant to the Section 106 agreement).

An interesting power balance emerges 

as negotiations commence on the 

amount of The Tax. The Local Planning 

Authority requires The Tax, particularly 

in the provision of affordable housing. 

The Developer is prepared to pay 

some tax, but not so as to make the 

risks of development too unattractive 

to proceed. 

In negotiating the amount of The Tax 

two matters are manifest:

1. The party (Local Planning Authority 

or Developer) which is most 

prepared to delay commencement 

of development, creates for itself a 

stronger negotiating position. 

2. The amount of the Tax is 

determined by what the proposed 

development can support whilst 

remaining viable. 

Whether or not the development is 

viable will depend on many matters 

including the risks involved, and national 

and local markets. At the detailed level, 

an analysis of anticipated costs and 

receipts is required including: 

 » Build costs. These are constantly 

changing and the quantity surveyors 

involved in the negotiations endeavour 

to predict the likely costs of the 

development (many of which are not 

known until work commences) at some 

time, often indeterminate, in the future. 

 » The proceeds of sale. These figures 

will only be determined, when 

construction has been completed, 

sales negotiated and completed. 

This may be three or four years into 

the future. 

This private land could 
contain hundreds of 
new homes, but for 
the ‘Tax’

Whether or 
not a 
development 
is viable 
depends on 
many matters, 
including the 
risks involved 
and national 
and local 
markets

“

“
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Valuation surveyors are therefore 
consulted to speculate as to what these 
receipts, affected by national and world 
events, as yet unknown, might be.

Professional and marketing fees, 
interest payable on the costs of 
development, and an acceptable 
profit margin for the Developer. These 
expenses of development, as with all 
other costs, have to be negotiated 
between the Local Planning Authority 
and the Developer to ascertain how 
much The Tax shall be, allowing for 
the development to be viable. 

The site cost. This is the sum that 
the Developer should have paid for 
the development site, irrespective 
of what was actually paid. There is 
no clear guidance on how this value 
should be calculated, but it is not a 
Red Book value, i.e. it is not an open 
market value. 

Interestingly, in all these negotiations, 
to determine The Tax to be paid on the 
particular development, two matters 
loom large for the hopeful Developer.

Firstly, the local authority has to be paid 
The Tax. Even if the profit on the sale 
of the market housing is insufficient 
to subsidise the build costs of the 
affordable housing and a loss is realised 
on the development; The Tax must 
still be paid. Secondly, if the Developer 

makes a profit, this will be subject to 
a further tax (usually Corporation Tax) 
on such profit as is left after paying 
The Tax to the local authority. 

The system of individually-negotiated tax 
rates for each individual site, is a novel 
system and has developed over the last 
few decades. Over the same period 
house building has diminished. Might 
the two phenomena be connected?

The amount of small or medium-sized 
(SME) house builders has diminished. 
Might this be caused by the 
unattractive returns and possible losses 
on the development of residential 
property after the payment of The Tax? 

Might a contributing factor, to the 
reduction of house building, be that 
small or medium-sized businesses 
have other possibilities for business? 
Particularly ones that have less risk of 
loss and greater prospect of profit.

The different rates of The Tax disrupt 
and frustrate the market. An example is 
in South London. A major housebuilder 
on a large development, with substantial 
economies of scale, pays a lower rate of 
The Tax than that required from an SME 
on an adjoining site. The latter cannot 
compete and so cannot develop.

Central Government’s proposed 
solution to the problem of undeveloped 
residential development sites is not 
to abolish The Tax (although it deters 
development and strangles the supply 
of new housing) and/or ensure that 
The Tax does not have to be negotiated 
on an individual site basis (avoiding 
expense and delay). 

The proposed solution is, instead, to 
threaten with the stick of compulsory 
purchase any Developer who, because 
of The Tax, finds the prospect of loss 
on residential development likely and 
the prospect of profit unlikely, and 
does not develop. 

The carrot is, as yet, unidentified. 

This private land could 
contain hundreds of 
new homes, but for the 
planning system

The system of 
individually-
negotiated tax 
rates for each 
site is a novel 
system and 
has developed 
over the last 
few decades

““

“
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State-of-the-art equipment

Factory premises, 
Dudley, West Midlands

As a designer and manufacturer of Unifold® gutter lining 
systems, Ampteam has established a strong foothold in a 
niche area of the construction sector. Robert Mantle, who 

co-founded the business in 1998, believes product quality and 
expertise take precedence for any company looking to succeed.

At some point, anyone who runs a factory facility may experience the misery of 
leaking gutters. The effects of this on a business can verge between harmful to 
catastrophic, leading to anything from production disruption, damaged stock, 
water-soaked machinery and harm to the electrics.

Should this unfortunate scenario occur, then there’s a good chance a company 
would call on the services of Ampteam. Located in the heart of the West Midlands, 
still a hub of industrial activity, we pride ourselves on our technical knowledge. 
Our 14 employees possess well over 100 years of cumulative experience within the 
roofing and cladding industry with an emphasis on roof drainage.

Ampteam operates in a relatively small niche market area of the construction industry, 
concentrating on the refurbishment and redesign of gutter and rainwater management 
systems in the industrial and commercial buildings sector. On rare occasions in the past, 
we have also been involved with historic and listed buildings. We’ve succeeded by 
being comfortable with our market position, knowing what we are good at and by 

only involving ourselves in the manufacture and design of products patented in-house.

Establishing a market-leading product

Our principle product, invented by myself more than 15 years ago, is the Unifold® 

Gutter Lining system. Widely recognised within the industry as the gold standard, 

FACTS ABOUT AMPTEAM

 » Manufacturer of gutter 
liner systems

 » Founded in 1998 and based in 
Dudley, West Midlands

 » Employs 14 people

 » Primary product is the 
Unifold® system

 » Previous customers include 
Sainsbury’s, Britax, B&Q, Post 
Office, the Ministry of Defence 
and GlaxoSmithKline

Ampteam
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the longevity of the product is 
underpinned by its quality – the 
success rate among clients is consistent 
with Unifold® able to permanently 
rectify most leaking gutter problems. 
Typically, the product lifespan is 
50 years with a 25-year materials 
and installation guarantee. These 
assurances have also helped establish 
Unifold® as the product of choice 
for many industry professionals and 
companies alike.

Designed to fit inside an existing 
gutter, its unique patented hinge 
system allows the product to fit into 
the tightest of existing gutter cavities, 
maximising the available space and, on 
very many occasions, even providing 
capacity improvements.

Identified new product areas 

As with any premium product, 
Unifold® comes with a premium price. 
A few years ago, customer demand 
identified a need for a new lining 
system based on Unifold® that could 
fulfil requirements for a cheaper 
system. This led to the introduction of 
our Unifold® second product, Eco-liner. 
This provided an economical and eco-
friendly gutter lining system priced 
aggressively to fulfil the requirements 

of today’s refurbishment market. 
Manufactured from a laminate of an 
eco-friendly thermoplastic membrane, 
it is pressure bonded to a galvanized 
and organically-coated steel substrate 
that, when installed, provides a rigid 
gutter lining free of wind uplift and 
thermal movement problems.

Innovation is an area where Ampteam 
has managed to set itself apart, as 
we consider the development of 
new ideas to be an ongoing process. 
We’ve spent two years developing a 
rainwater management system called 
Uni-dam. This is a roof attachment 
system designed to combat extreme 
precipitation events that are occurring 
more regularly due to the world’s 
changing weather patterns. Comprised 
of a series of blade-like dams, this 
controls water flow on the roof within 
the confines of a pre-determined 
flow rate.

More innovation is to come. This 
year, Ampteam plans to release 
a third system based on Unifold® 
called Retro, which will comply with 
current insulation standards and 
will change the way gutters are 
installed on buildings by designing 
out the problems associated with 
present practices.

Unifold® is 
widely 
recognised 
within the 
industry as the 
gold standard

“ “
Typical before and after 
installation of Unifold®
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Products supported by a 
highly-skilled team

With an eye for product innovation, 

Ampteam is supported by company 

surveyors who visit sites across 

the country to survey the existing 

gutter and drainage conditions and 

produce designs which are used 

for production.

Alongside our in-house team, a UK- 

and Ireland-wide network of approved 

contractors, one of our most valuable 

assets, is also critical to our operation, 

supporting and referring our 

products. Approved contractors and 

ourselves are very much a partnership 

helping to maintain and improve 

our high standards of quality and 

service throughout.

These third-party teams undertake 

training at our facility, as no one can 

install Unifold® without first completing 

our training programme. 

The way we operate and the products 

we offer have gained attention from 

some very large companies. Previously, 

our systems have been used by the 

likes of Sainsbury’s, Britax, B&Q, 

Post Office, the Ministry of Defence, 

GlaxoSmithKline, Leica and the Prison 

Service. As of now, major works for 

British Aerospace, Arriva and Railtrack 

are ongoing. 

Lord’s Cricket Ground

Among our most interesting 

resolutions of a problem was an 

installation of Unifold® at the indoor 

cricket pavilion at Lord’s Cricket 

Ground. At the venue, pre-curved 

steel tubular eaves beams, designed 

to create a positive curve under 

roof loading, became inverted and 

caused 50mm of standing water, in 

the already shallow gutters, to enter 

the building.

This scenario illustrated the extent of 

our expertise. Our team redesigned 

the existing gutters and created a 

laid to falls installation of Unifold® 

which corrected the negative curve 

effect of the eaves beams on the 

existing gutters. Doing this prevented 

any further water ingress. In order 

to improve drainage, a new fascia 

gutter was introduced at the front of 

the building which was served by a 

siphonic drainage outlet.

Growth set to continue

As the old saying goes, what doesn’t 

kill you makes you stronger. During 

our 19-year history, we’ve met the 

2008–2009 recession head on. This 

caused fluctuations in our growth 

but we nevertheless remained 

profitable during these troubled 

times, albeit with profit fluctuating 

with turnover. Last year proved a 

successful one however, with current 

turnover increasing by more than 

30% with a similar increase in pre-

tax profit margin, we comfortably 

expect to exceed these figures and, 

coupled with bringing a new product 

to market, we are optimistic about 

our future. 

The way we 
operate and the 
products we offer 
have gained 
attention from 
some very large 
companies. Our 
systems have 
been used by 
Sainsbury’s, Britax, 
B&Q, the 
Post Office, the 
Ministry of 
Defence, 
GlaxoSmithKline, 
Leica and the 
Prison Service

“

“

Lord’s Cricket Pavillion 
with new fascia gutter in 
position
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Director, Andrew Joseph

Conversion of a Victorian town house in 
Hereford to new shop and flats

Founded in 1957, E.C. Joseph & Sons has a long and storied 
history in its native Herefordshire. The company is now in 
the hands of Andrew Joseph, the third generation of his 

family to have involvement with the business. He says that while 
the company has thrived by playing to its strengths, it has also 
achieved success by exploring lucrative new business areas.

Ever since being created by my grandfather, Ted Joseph, 60 years ago, and driven 

forward by Fred Joseph, E.C. Joseph & Sons has prided itself on being an old 

fashioned building firm with no job too big or small. Overseen by three generations 

of the Joseph family during its history, our specialism lies in all aspects of general 

building work covering a range of traditional services.

We are a genuinely flexible company and employ all trades across our staff of 25 

people for work projects in Herefordshire: from plumbing to central heating and 

roofing to painting and decorating. There are also added services of maintenance 

and 24-hour emergency services where we tend to problems at care homes.

Refurbishment work

While we haven’t deviated too much from our origins, I’ve still looked for the right 

opportunities that serve our best interests. Over the past six years, E.C. Joseph has 

actively acquired more work in refurbishing retail shops to prepare the premises for 

when traders move in. While these are generally for new shop openings, local refit 

work is typically carried out in old buildings, given the historical setting of Hereford.

A recent example of such work was converting an old Victorian townhouse to be 

ready for well-known national retailer Steamer Trading Cookshop. This shop work 

has by and large replaced similar projects we used to carry out for the local council, 

which dried up somewhat after they chose to start using subcontractors. It took some 

E.C. Joseph & Sons

FACTS ABOUT  
E.C. JOSEPH & SONS

 » Services including all aspects 
of general building work

 » Third generation family 
business celebrating 
60th anniversary in 2017

 » Run by Andrew Joseph since 
1996

 » Based in Hereford

 » Employs 25 people in total

 » Notable building projects 
include Hereford Cathedral 
School, Herefordshire College 
of Technology and Burghill 
Valley Golf Club

 » Gas safe and NHBC registered

 » www.ecjoseph.co.uk 
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time to fill the void, as at one stage, 

around 90% of all of our work was 

related to local authorities. In the long 

run, the loss of local authority work did 

the business a favour: we were able 

to view our options more broadly and, 

ultimately, this has resulted in better 

profitability for us.

While most of our work in this field 

is private, we also hold a contract 

with the Hereford Cathedral School, 

one of the countries most prestigious 

independent schools. The school 

had issues with the structure of their 

chimneys, which we rectified, and also 

the adaptation of an exsisting building 

into a new nursery, Given the age of 

this building, refurbishments jobs like 

these tend to be trickier than some 

of the new building work we take 

on. Nevertheless, we have the right 

in-built capabilities to handle these 

complex projects.

We are also proud to undertake 

all works for the West Midland 

Reserve Forces.

Committed to apprentices

One of the great traditions over 

our 60-year history has been a 

commitment to taking on new 

apprentices. Our intake varies 

depending on the time of the year, but 

in 2017 the business has a carpentry 

apprentice and another learning their 

brick laying trade.

While it can be tough in today’s 

climate to find the right people 

equipped with sufficient skills to 

come and work for us, our name 

recognition in the local area acts us 

well and serves as a pulling factor for 

would-be tradesmen. The formula for 

this is tried and tested: an apprentice 

will work with experienced tradesmen 

to learn first hand, become qualified 

and earn money along the way.

Health and safety challenges

Health and safety, and specifically 

the amount of paperwork involved in 

instances such as risk assessments and 

method statements, are an ongoing 

challenge. This is mostly due to the 

time consuming nature of them. 

Works during conversion 
of shop

A local barn conversion 
in process 

Barn conversion 
complete

Building on 
over 60 years 
of commitment 
to our 
customers with 
experience 
which is second 
to none

““
“
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And yet, in the past few years, 

bureaucracy has noticeably decreased 

with various red tape procedures 

giving way.

Nevertheless, E.C. Joseph is firmly 

committed to best health and safety 

practice. In early 2017, we joined the 

SafeContractor Association, a national 

health and safety assessment scheme. 

Getting accreditation from them has 

proved useful thus far as it has given 

us access to a pool of helpful health 

and safety guidance and information. 

As an SME, the rising costs of the 

materials we use on a day-to day basis 

also provide challenges, but on the 

whole, we’ve enjoyed a good few 

years operating in our specialist areas.

Playing to our strengths

E.C. Joseph envisions itself going down 

a similar route in future. We want to 

continue to do what we have done 

so well for more than six decades 

– by growing our customer base 

across private schools, individuals and 

organisations and expanding this at a 

healthy level year-on-year. There are 

never any specific targets for annual 

expansion but, as we see it, any 

growth is good growth.

Hereford itself is becoming an 

increasingly desirable place to do 

business for retailers, so we foresee 

plenty more shop refurbishment 

work being available to us in the 

coming years. Given the broad scope 

of our services, there will always be 

a demand for what we can offer 

regardless of the economic climate. 

This bodes well for the future 

prosperity of the business, which 

we would like to keep in the family. 

Following my grandfather Ted, my 

father Fred and myself, I hope to one 

day pass on the E.C. Joseph legacy to 

my own son Bobby who can take it 

forward for a fourth generation.

Works to listed chimneys 
at Hereford Cathedral 
School

With a family 
history dating 
over 400 years 
in 
Herefordshire 
we continue 
to thrive in the 
21st century 
and are here 
to stay

“

“
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Andy Bremner, Director 
Highgrove Developments, Dean 
Shaw, Director BPN Architects 
and Micheal Rossington, Head 
of redevelopment YMCA

Andy Bremner with a client, 
discussing their finished bespoke 
project 

Highgrove is a complete building company delivering 
uncompromising quality with an unrivalled service. The 
founder, David J Bremner, recognised the potential for 

trade within the Black Country, West Midlands; developing a 
highly-trained and dedicated workforce which resulted in the 
creation of some truly unique and bespoke buildings across 
both the residential and commercial sectors. His ground-
breaking work won many plaudits, quickly earning the business 
the high reputation and regard with which it is still held. 

The Director, Andy Bremner, based in Dudley, West Midlands continues David 

Bremner’s vision and successfully manages a respected and trusted construction 

company, proud to rely on local people to provide his team, which now includes 

trade specialists allowing for diversity in projects

Highgrove Developments is going from strength-to-strength despite the challenging 

marketplace and is proud to list amongst its clients the YMCA, local authorities, 

local award winning architects and charities. Highgrove has carried out: residential 

housing developments; renovations and restoration work to listed buildings; 

refurbishments of commercial properties; restoration work on churches; unique 

specialist projects for individuals and businesses; along with varied commercial works.

Building trust

Our family business has created a network of trusted employees, sub-contractors 

and a supply chain who equally share our passion for construction, building not 

FACTS ABOUT  
HIGHGROVE DEVELOPMENTS

 » Average 50% increase in 
turnover over the last four 
years

 » 2016–2017 accounts show a 
turnover increase of 100%, 
with a further 100% increase 
predicted for 2017–2018

 » Highest rating achievable 
with National House Building 
Council (NHBC)

 » NHBC Pride in the Job 
nominee

 » Over 50% of the staff have 
worked for Highgrove for 
15 years

Highgrove 
Developments
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just outstanding quality but developing 
outstanding working relationships with 
our clients, partners and stakeholders. 
This has ensured people in the industry 
know that our name guarantees 
they will get great workmanship, 
reliable timeframes and high levels of 
customer service. 

This structure and comradeship has 
shared the company’s success and 
struggles, enabling them to continue 
to trade through recessions, whilst 
maintaining high-quality standards. 
During the most recent downturn, 
Highgrove was able to turn to its 
own resources and successfully built 
a housing development, not only 
ensuring continued work for their 
employees and supply chain but 
further addressing the local housing 
needs by providing affordable, high-
quality homes.

The ethos of building strong 
relationships does not just cover 
clients. A key networker within the 
building community, Highgrove works 
business-to-business, supporting 
architects and engineers, as well 
as other peer companies, working 
collaboratively, offering time and 
support so that opportunities 
and industry challenges are met 
and managed, ideas are cared for 
and valued.

Challenges 

The industry itself is still facing 

challenges and, at Highgrove, the 

strategy is to tackle these head on, by 

investing in research of new materials 

and processes, provoking thought and 

innovation in architectural design and 

exploring new technologies. All of this 

helps combat rising prices, whilst still 

providing choice and opportunities.

Workmanship has always been a high 

priority for the business and this is now 

one of the biggest challenges facing 

the industry, due to the lack of available 

skilled workers. We have created a 

policy of using our own skilled and 

experienced employees to mentor, 

coach and work alongside new entrants. 

This ensures their adoption of our values 

whilst continuing their professional 

learning and development, instilling a 

sense of pride and accountability.

Recent success stories of the business 

have included co-ordinating several 

large-scale projects for the YMCA 

which brought about challenges and 

successes in equal measure, all of 

which brought additional knowledge 

to our skill set. 

Whilst converting an unused building 

into self-contained flats for the YMCA 

some areas of legislation within cared 

for and valued proved to be challenging. 

Buildings that have been unused for two 

years or more can receive reduced VAT 

from 20% to 5%; this legislation is very 

complex and even those we dealt with 

in HMRC had difficulty understanding it, 

due to the many variations. When the 

money is going into rebuilding people’s 

lives it has added importance that the 

discount is gained to help finance the 

project. Both ours and the YMCA’s 

accountants forensically looked into 

the legislation, and the outcome was 

welcomed by the YMCA when the 

reduction to 5% was achieved. 

If HMRC are unable to understand 

the legislation it is very difficult for 

This has 
ensured 
people in the 
industry know 
that our name 
guarantees 
they will get 
great 
workmanship

“

“
The fitting out of factory 
units
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businesses to know and understand 
what is best for their clients. These 
difficult legislations and their impact 
need to be considered, not only for 
business but also for government 
organisations, as this costs time and 
money across all areas. 

Highgrove have also overcome 
challenges around local authority 
planning, whilst carrying out our own 
developments. Government needs to 
work with local councils on initiatives 
to drive these plans forward. This 
country has a shortage of housing and 
local planning officers need to work 
with construction businesses to ensure 
we are fulfilling the Government’s 
plans. Many planning cases are long 
and drawn out, costing the public 
purse when actually what is set in the 
guidelines and in planning legislation 
should be the fundamentals when local 
authorities are making a decision.

Landscaping; the future of 
Highgrove Developments

Looking to the future, we are 
completing our three-year strategy 
and focus document. This will provide 
a clear perspective of our current 
position, map ambitions and assess 

challenges. The draft document will 
be shared with stakeholders, partners, 
workforce and clients, for their 
thoughts and input before adoption of 
the final policy. 

The key elements are: 

 » Sustainable growth 

 » Innovative practices and research 
(new technologies, materials, 
working practices)

 » Workforce development and 
succession planning (which will 
include formal creation of our own 
bespoke apprenticeship scheme, 
which we aim to progress to 
academy status)

 » Increasing awareness of our company 
brand; Highgrove Developments is 
a trusted household name known 
as a business within the industry 
leading in the use of new techniques 
and materials, we wish to extend 
the geographical knowledge and 
perception of our company. 

The adopted policy will be published 
and will include guaranteed service 
levels and standards to ensure we are 
held accountable for our development 
plans and strategies.

Highgrove 
Developments 
is a trusted 
household 
name known 
as a business 
leader within 
the industry, 
leading in the 
use of new 
techniques 
and materials

“

“

One of Highgrove 
Developments dedicated 
and skilled workforce
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Ryan Ratcliffe, founder and 
Managing Director

Two luxury Ratcliffe Homes due 
for completion in the Autumn 

Ratcliffe is a client-focused and service-driven construction 
company, with specialist divisions dedicated to providing 
high-quality, dynamic and creative building services. With a 

strong portfolio of building, restoration and maintenance projects, 
and a growing number of residential developments, Ratcliffe is 
the construction and maintenance company that can be trusted 
to complete projects on time, on brief and on budget.

Starting a new business in 2008 in the middle of a recession and at the tender age 
of 20 would appear on the face of it pure folly. I always knew I wanted to start my 
own business, although the timing was not of my own choice. It was an incredibly 
difficult period for the construction industry, and I had been made redundant 
twice within a 12-month period. I decided to start out on my own and picked up 
a couple of small jobs and then joined up with an architect who started passing 
me several projects and it just grew from there. As and when I needed to, I started 
bringing the relevant people in to the company to help it grow and progress, and 
I personally gained extra qualifications through night school to enable me to deal 
with the ever-changing demands of the business. Growing through a recession 
has had its challenges but I feel my passion for the business and determination to 
succeed has seen us through, and get to where we are now. 

The family connection

From that start, we have progressed steadily and expect to turnover in excess 
of £4 million this year. From me and one employee, Ratcliffe has now grown 
to employ 30 people from labourers, bricklayers, joiners and roofers, six site 
managers, then office staff and three directors, myself as Managing Director, an 
Operations Director and a Commercial Director. 

Ratcliffe

FACTS ABOUT RATCLIFFE

 » Founded in 2008

 » Turnover in excess of 
£4 million this year

 » Turnover expected to reach 
£13 million by 2021 

 » Over 30 employees

 » Development land bank 
continues to grow with over 
50 properties expected to be 
sold over the next five years

 » Personal development and 
training plans in place for all 
employees to enable growth

 » Accreditations include 
CHAS, SafeContractor, 
Stone Federation and 
ConstructionLine

 » Currently working towards 
our ISO 9001 & 14001 
standard 
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The family connection within the 
company is strong, with my father-in-
law (previously Managing Director of a 
large regional house building company) 
joining us on a part time three day 
per week basis earlier in the year, and 
bringing over 35 years’ experience in 
the construction and house building 
industries. The input will grow even 
more in August with the appointment 
of my brother, who currently works 
as a Commercial Manager at a major 
contractor. We just thought the 
climate was right for him to come on 
board and start helping push things 
further. He will also join my wife who 
has been working with me for some 
time in business development.

In the current market it is an issue 
keeping loyal staff, so I took the 
decision to keep it in the family. A lot 
of people start with family working for 
them and build the company that way, 
but I decided to start on my own and 
brought family in later.

Staffing is always an issue in the 
construction sector. Over the years 
we have trained eight people through 
apprenticeships and most of them are 
still with us now. That is the route we 
are trying to take; to bring the younger 
people through and train them up, 
as this is how I started my own 
construction journey, but it is currently 
a real issue. In some ways it was a lot 
easier in the recession, good workers 
were more readily available, but with the 
current housing market boom, that is 
taking away quite a lot of the tradesmen 
that we would usually employ.

To try and combat this we took the 
decision a couple of years’ ago to try and 
get as many workers as we could on our 
payroll and we did that. We have also 
introduced a scheme called Perkbox to 
reward and incentivise staff and in turn 
hopefully establish some loyalty. We 
have also set up a pension scheme but it 
is not always enough to keep staff, with 
many of them being lured to the short-
term windfall of being self-employed. 

Building, maintaining and 
developing

On the building side, we are currently 
working on a store for Thomas the 
Bakers, who own around 35 stores in 
the North of England. This project is 
a full refurbishment of their flagship 
store in Helmsley, North Yorkshire. 
The fact that the building dates from 
the mid 18th century makes the 
work a fascinating combination of 
refurbishment and restoration. 

On the maintenance side, up until last 
year, we did a lot of work for HSBC 
to maintain their banking stock but 
obviously the recent trend is to close 
more local branches so that is slowing 
down. We are replacing that with 
some work in the education sector. 
This summer we will be working on 
several schools ranging from classroom 
refurbishments to re-roofing work.

We also specialise in the construction of 
‘one off’ new build homes, major house 
extensions and large scheme home 
refurbishments where the home owner 
is looking for a reliable, dedicated 
builder who can work with them, take 
away their fears and bring the expertise 
that they lack to give them their dream 
home. We currently have three such 
projects on the go at present, adding to 
our extensive portfolio in this area. 

Breaking ground on one of 
our development sites

Over the years 
we have trained 
eight people 
through 
apprenticeships 
and most of 
them are still 
with us now

“

“
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Restoring our heritage

We are passionate about the 
conservation and restoration of historic 
buildings. Using sympathetic techniques 
and appropriate materials, our 
experienced craftsmen and managers 
have worked on all manner of historic 
properties and listed buildings including 
churches, cathedrals, banks, city 
halls through to follies and private 
residences. Quality is at the forefront of 
our services and we employ craftsmen 
with Heritage Construction Skills 
Certification Scheme (CSCS) Gold 
cards and train our own apprentices.

A large proportion of our restoration 
work involves repointing brickwork 
and ashlar stonework using lime 
mortar. We employ non-damaging 
techniques for the removal of existing 
mortar and are used to dealing with 
damaging cement rich pointing and its 
effect on the underlying masonry. We 
can carry out testing and analysis of 
existing mortars to allow us to recreate 
a suitable mortar for repointing. 

Care and preparation are essential to 
achieve a good quality joint together 
with the correct selection of lime, sand 
and tooling. We are used to working 
with heritage architects, consultants 
and conservation officers to agree 
repointing strategies and specifications. 

Our own developments

We are currently working on two 
large detached houses, both of which 
have been sold off-plan. When they 
complete in September this will take 
our total to six self-developed homes 
where we have sourced the land, 
obtained financing and designed and 
built the houses. Following on from 
that we have the next project in the 
pipeline, a project that comprises eight 
houses that we will commence building 
in October, subject to planning. New 
opportunities in this area are something 
for which we continue to look and will 
be an integral part of the business as 
we move forward.

Developing for the future

Our team has worked in most major 
construction sectors and brings a 
wealth of main contracting experience 
from small works projects to complex 
multi-million-pound schemes. We 
believe we offer a service in a niche 
part of the market, specialising in 
projects in the £0.25–£2 million price 
range, where they are too large for the 
small builder, and not always attractive 
to the larger contractors. 

We act as principal contractor, taking 
the project from concept and design 
through to completion and after-sales 
care. Employing modern management 
techniques and control processes 
we ensure the project is safely and 
efficiently delivered in all respects.

We plan to continue the growth we 
have seen with the company over the 
last few years whilst investing in our 
workforce for the future. 

High level maintenance 
work being carried out 
on an HSBC branch

Specialist stone cleaning 
being carried out on 
Pennistone Grammar 
School which dates back 
to 1875 
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Staff from Taylor Hart’s Meriden 
Warwickshire base

Inside Derby velodrome

Established in 1998, Taylor Hart provides interior services for 
commercial and residential construction projects including 
everything from department stores, to sports halls, to 

houses, car plants and military barracks. We employ 30 staff at 
our Head Office in Meriden, Warwickshire, with an additional 
200 working at major construction sites across the UK. The 
business prides itself on its unrivalled standards of quality, 
technical ability and cost-effective solutions, having achieved a 
95% repeat business rate since inception.

Investing in people 

Our success to date is down to our people. The demand for skilled labour in the 

construction industry is growing as market conditions improve and this is only 

going to increase as the sector regains momentum after the recession. It’s more 

important than ever before to invest in your workforce and provide on the job 

training and qualifications for those looking to learn new skills.

It’s an ethos that we have adopted since we first started over 19 years ago. 

Ultimately we realise it’s our staff that are paramount to the success of the 

business. It’s why we launched our own apprenticeship programme three years ago 

and we currently have nine apprentices working across our sites. 

We have also harnessed the ambition of school leavers and are currently putting 

three of our young people through university courses studying degrees in quantity 

surveying, contract management and buying. 

FACTS ABOUT TAYLOR HART 

 » Construction company

 » Established in 1998

 » Located in Meriden, 
Warwickshire 

 » Specialist in interior solutions 
including suspended ceilings, 
partitions and drylining 

 » Over 200 employees

 » £14m turnover

 » 95% repeat business rate 

 » 700 projects completed since 
inception

 » 155% growth over last five 
years

Taylor Hart 
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Thinking ahead and adapting 

With sustainability becoming 

increasingly prominent in government 

legislation, projects aren’t just 

won with cost and time in mind. 

The importance of having green 

credentials, such as waste reduction 

and recycling initiatives, is on the up. 

One of our most used materials 

is gypsum plasterboard. With the 

Government increasing landfill tax, this 

fee ultimately gets passed on to the 

customer. This is where environmentally-

friendly initiatives can be a point of 

difference when it comes to winning 

work. By looking at ways to ensure you 

are operating sustainably you can also 

save customers money in the long run. 

At Taylor Hart initiatives like this, 
act as a natural call to action. We 
are in the process of re-thinking our 
on-site recycling operations and are 
looking at mobile solutions to recycle 
waste on site. We’re hoping this 
will not only reduce the amount of 
plasterboard waste but will also cut 
carbon emissions through fewer trips 
to and from recycling plants.

It’s easy to accept processes as set 
in stone but we pride ourselves in 
being innovative across all areas of 
the business. Recently we invested 
in state-of-the-art cutting machines 
which shape plasterboard on site. 
This removes the need for manually 
cutting material, which can often 
result in injury and means installers are 
subject to excessive amounts of dust 
inhalation. It also saves time. 

Striving for best practice means 
we are always actively looking for 
ways to improve what we do and 
it’s this make the mentality which 
has given us the reputation of being 
a forward-thinking business. We 
have recently seen a demand for 
more technical requirements and 
intricacy in some of our briefs and, 
as a result, we launched a range of 

Derby velodrome

Taylor Hart has completed a number of high-profile projects for 
me in the last three years, including St George’s Park (The FA’s 
National Training Centre, near Burton on Trent, Staffs) for the 
Football Association and Derby Velodrome for Derby City Council. 
The workmanship on these projects has been exceptional; a real first 
class product delivered by the Taylor Hart team. They managed both 
projects in a professional manner ensuring that sufficient labour was 
always on site to deliver to a tight timescale. Taylor Hart has become 
a highly valuable member of our supply chain.  
 
– Neil Brook, Regional Director, Bowmer and Kirkland

»  I N D U S T R Y  
A C C O L A D E S 

 » Investor in People

 » ISO 9001

 » ISO 14001

 » Finishes and Interior 
Sector Gold Award 2013

 » Finishes and Interior 
Sector Gold Award 2014

 » Finishes and Interior 
Sector Silver Award 2015

 » Finishes and Interior 
Sector Gold Award 2017
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PVC stretch ceilings, which have been 

a great success in our projects. This 

is an area of the business we would 

like to grow as the construction sector 

regains momentum. 

Steady investment and 
controlled growth 

As a sector, we have a seen a turbulent 

few years. The impact of the recession 

has lingered longer than it has in 

many other industries. Some of our 

customers are still trying to complete 

‘legacy’ jobs, which has resulted in low 

margins and has had a domino effect 

down the supply chain. Similarly, too 

many main contractors are chasing a 

limited pool of work.

The general mood of the construction 

industry is one of need for a period 

of steady, controlled growth and this 

is certainly echoed at Taylor Hart. 

Large infrastructure and government 

projects will have a ‘trickle down’ 

effect to firms like us over time. It’s 

this kind of gradual momentum which 

will help bring stability back into 

the sector. 

For now, the future looks bright. We 

have a healthy pipeline of new work 

which is forecast to grow by 20% in 

the next twelve months. 

As construction activity looks 

increasingly likely to pick up, the 

onus is now on us to maintain our 

reputation for high-quality, best in 

class interior solutions and continue to 

grow our presence in the market. 

The reception area at 
FA’s National Football 
Training Academy

Taylor Hart is an active member of FIS, 
participating at all levels to help us 
meet our goals of improving technical 
standards, developing the skills 
required to meet these standards and 
building a community that encourages 
smaller businesses to grow. Will Hart 
has shown outstanding leadership in 
the sector, investing in the business 
and particularly in skills and this is 
reflected in the quality of the projects 
Taylor Hart delivers and the number of 
FIS contractor awards it has won. 
 
– David Frise, CEO at the Finishes 
and Interior Sector (FIS)

»  T A Y L O R  H A R T  P R O J E C T S

 » Selfridges’ flagship store, 
Birmingham 

 » St George’s Park, Burton 
upon Trent 

 » Centre Parks, Woburn 

 » Jaguar Land Rover Engine 
Plant, Wolverhampton

 » Jaguar Land Rover Body Shop, 
Birmingham 

 » Jaguar Land Rover offices, 
Gaydon 

 » Rolls-Royce Engine Plant, 
Birmingham 

 » University of Birmingham 
sports hall and 
swimming pool

 » Ministry of Defence, Stafford 

 » Derby Velodrome Arena and 
Civic Centre for Derby City 
Council 

 » John Lewis, Nottingham

 » Ten+ Waitrose stores 

 » 30+ Sainsbury’s stores 
nationwide

Gold Award presented 
by TV presenter Mark 
Durden-Smith
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Matthew Gath, 
Managing Director

A typical example of a Yorvik Homes 
development at North Stainley, near 
Harrogate in North Yorkshire

My company, Yorvik Homes, builds quality developments 
of well-designed modern homes in traditional and 
desirable locations across North Yorkshire. I’m 

Matthew Gath, Managing Director and I established the 
business in 1994.

Building around 40 homes every year ranging in price from £150,000 to £1 million 

across several developments, Yorvik Homes has established a reputation for 

creating exceptional homes that enhance their surrounding area.

Let me explain why I think we have been successful and offer a few thoughts on 

the future of house building in the UK.

I believe that Yorvik Homes’ success is down to building quality homes, 

sympathetically designed to reflect the surrounding area, in places where people 

love to live. We are a relatively small independent company with a strong team, 

solid company values and we aim to provide an excellent service to our customers.

Being privately owned, we have independence and flexibility in the market place 

and so we can choose the best locations and we can build quality, easy-to-

maintain, well-designed homes on sensitively developed sites.

In North Yorkshire, there is an increasing demand for the kind of houses that 

we build and so we have plans to expand in the next few years. However, since 

the financial crisis of 2008, conditions in the house building market have been 

challenging and there are some significant barriers to overcome.

Yorvik Homes 

FACTS ABOUT  
YORVIK HOMES 

 » Established 1994 in York 

 » Builds around 40 homes per 
year in prime locations in 
North Yorkshire

 » Turnover £10 million 

 » Winner Best Regional Site 
Manager – 2016 and 2017 
Local Authority Building 
Control (LABC) Construction 
Awards
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Ethos of excellence

We specialise in small and medium-
sized developments, typically fewer 
than 50 homes, using quality materials 
and paying attention to detail. Our 
ethos is excellence in everything we 
do – from building homes to serving 
customers. Part of the company 
philosophy is that there is no such thing 
as standardisation and so we allow 
customers to personalise their properties 
if they buy them before they are built. 

Our relatively small size means that 
we can provide a personal, individual 
service, paying attention to home 
buyers’ needs and supporting them at 
every stage of their journey. I believe 
that this sets us apart from many 
other house builders and I hope it will 
support our future growth. 

Dominance of larger house 
builders

In 2008, before the financial crisis, 
more than 50% of housing in the UK 
was built by small and medium-sized 
house builders. During the crisis, sales 
of new homes fell and many smaller 
developers were forced to cease 
trading. Yorvik Homes survived through 
prudent financial management during 
the turbulent period. However, nearly 
two-thirds of all new homes are now 
built by the eight largest house builders. 

A successful housing market is a 
competitive one and the smaller 
independents, which now make up 
less than a third of the market, need 
support – particularly if the Government 
wants to increase the number of houses 
built. The volume house builders on 
their own cannot deliver the number 
of homes needed.

As well as bringing increased 
competition and capacity to the house 
building market, smaller house builders 
also provide an opportunity for the UK 
to create a more diverse housing mix 
that reflects the different needs, tastes 
and styles of home buyers.

Support needed for smaller 
house builders

To maintain a mix of large and small 
developers, help and support for smaller 
house builders is essential. Suitable land 
for smaller developments must be made 
available through local plans, and local 
authorities need to work with house 
builders to help prepare appropriate 
sites for development as well as to help 
to speed up the planning process. 

There is also a need for improved access 
to finance, particularly to attract more 
new entrants to the sector. Financial 
constraints and the reluctance of banks 
to lend to smaller housebuilders makes 
it a difficult industry to break into.

 An open-plan kitchen in 
a Yorvik home

View of the Yorkshire Dales near 
several Yorvik Homes developments

A successful 
housing 
market is a 
competitive 
one and the 
smaller 
independents, 
which now 
make up less 
than a third of 
the market, 
need support

“
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Planning restrictions

One of the biggest challenges for 
Yorvik Homes and other similar 
sized house builders is the planning 
process. For a relatively small house 
builder like Yorvik, the time it takes 
to reach planning decisions is a major 
growth inhibitor and we believe 
more flexibility should be given at a 
local level to planning policy. A one-
size-fits-all approach does not work 
and ultimately restricts choice for 
home buyers. 

Developers need to know that the risk 
they take in investing the time and 
resources required to gain planning 
permission for a development, will 
pay off sooner rather than later. 
The longer we have to wait to start 
developing a site, the harder it is 
to achieve the necessary returns 
on investment. 

Recruiting new talent 

At present, we directly employ 20 full-
time staff including six apprentices. 
Bringing new talent into the 
construction industry is a top priority 
for the business and for the industry. 
More skilled tradespeople are urgently 
needed if we are to meet the UK’s 
future housing needs. We often visit 

local schools to talk to students about 

the opportunities available in the 

construction industry. Some schools 

are very receptive to this, whilst others 

do not promote our industry despite 

it providing highly-skilled people with 

good, satisfying jobs which lead to 

financially rewarding careers – some 

of our skilled craftspeople can earn in 

excess of £40,000 per year.

Changing market demographics 
for new homes

The market for our homes has 

changed in recent years and, although 

many houses are bought by first-time 

buyers and families, there is also an 

increased demand from people over 

60. They are looking for smaller, more 

manageable, modern, energy-efficient, 

accommodation in desirable locations. 

Homes for all

There is a need for more new houses 

and flats for everyone in society, 

which means providing an element of 

affordable housing. Most of Yorvik’s 

developments feature a proportion 

of affordable homes, giving first-

time buyers or those on below-

average incomes a chance to live in 

desirable locations. 

Government schemes like Help to 

Buy are assisting many people on 

lower incomes to buy their first 

home, but we still believe that there 

is a gap in the market. We recently 

collaborated with the local council in 

Richmondshire, North Yorkshire on a 

development of 13 properties. Five of 

these properties were available to buy 

at a discount of 30% of open market 

value in perpetuity for qualifying 

customers. This means that whenever 

these properties become available 

for sale, they will be discounted by 

30% providing the buyer meets 

certain criteria. 

A customer makes 
choices for their new 
home with Senior Sales 
Executive, Ann Wardell

There is a 
need for more 
new houses 
and flats for 
everyone in 
society, which 
means 
providing an 
element of 
affordable 
housing

“

“
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Chris Plenderleith, Group 
Managing Director

The Leith Planning Ltd 
25th Anniversary party

Leith Planning Group: Leith Planning Ltd is a national town 
and country planning consultancy. The family-run business 
has been established for over 25 years and has offices in 

London and Lytham St Annes. We also have an investment arm 
that can remove the financial risks associated with the planning 
process – a service which has proved attractive to landowners 
and developers. 

We advise numerous UK-based companies with property portfolios across the 

UK, these include house builders, leisure companies, food retailers, hotel groups, 

regional brewery companies and healthcare charities.

My experience of working abroad, (especially in the Middle East and the West 

Indies), has provided Leith Planning with a sound platform for representing overseas 

clients, including pension funds and international companies operating in the UK. 

For example, we act for EPC, a French-owned company that manufacture explosives, 

Stenham Properties, a South African Investment Fund, Cygnet Healthcare (owned 

by United Health Services), which develop and operate psychiatric hospitals for the 

public sector and Country Garden a large well-established Chinese developer with 

United Nation awards for their approach to sustainability. 

Organisational methods/strategy

Leading from the front: in 2011 I attended a lecture given by Lord Richard Dannatt, 

former Chief of the General Staff, which was based on his autobiography Leading 
from the Front. Leading from the front and leading by example are in themselves 

sound principles to which we aspire. 

FACTS ABOUT LEITH PLANNING 
GROUP

 » Leith Planning has been 
advising the industry for over 
25 years

 » Family-run business with 
three generations working in 
the company

 » National client base

 » Experience in all development 
sectors

 » Full project management 
services available

Leith Planning Group
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Leith Planning has also embraced the 
concept of strategic, operational and 
tactical thinking. Lord Dannatt drew 
particular attention to the operational 
strategy, the step that translates 
thought into action; a concept that can 
be applied to town planning at both 
the macro and micro level. 

To be an outstanding leader it is 
necessary to develop an outstanding 
team and I see coaching and training 
as critical. It is about harnessing 
potential, promoting best practice and 
working effectively to specified goals. 

Methods of communication

Communication: legislative changes, 
policy changes and evolving case law 
can have a profound impact on the 
development industry. Leith Planning 
focus on providing advice that is based 
on a sound interpretation of planning 
policy and legislation. The concept of 
a scheme must then be communicated 
effectively, not only to the local 
authority but to the community it 
will benefit. 

It is necessary to have leaders who 
can explain concepts simply. We see 
great communicators in other fields 
such as science with Professor Brian 
Cox, or award winning broadcaster, Sir 
David Attenborough. Town planning 
and the built environment requires 

its champions: it requires passion 
for the subject and the ability to 
communicate concepts and principles 
to a wider audience. 

We have recently given interviews, 
aired on Sky’s Property TV, which 
help communicate best practice to 
the industry and the public. If we can 
use best practice to help make town 
planning more accessible, I believe we 
can deliver development across the 
UK that provides real solutions to the 
challenges we face.

Sharing Best Practice

Given the complexities surrounding 
town and country planning, developing 
best practice is an area about which I 
am passionate. I have worked closely 
with leading barristers in providing 
the development industry with regular 
updates on planning law, including 
contributing to Planning Law Practice 
and Precedents published by Sweet 
and Maxwell. 

Throughout my career I have 
appreciated the recommendations 
to advise on cases which have 
subsequently been reported in industry 
journals. My evaluation of best practice, 
with Sasha White QC, concerning 
Westminster Council’s approach to 
freedom of information was published 
in the Journal of Planning and 
Environmental Law, entitled Access to 
Environmental Information: 30 Years 
On [2015] J.P.L. 409. 

Presently we are working with the 
Building Research Establishment to 
promote and develop best practice for 
sustainable technologies. 

Responding to challenges

Speed of Delivery

It is necessary to minimise the delay 
between a policy initiative being 
launched by government, and physical 
development being delivered on site. 
Steps have been taken with major 
infrastructure projects to speed up the 

To be an 
outstanding 
leader it is 
necessary to 
develop an 
outstanding 
team and I see 
coaching and 
training as 
critical

“

“
De Bono Thinking Hats, 
staff training is integral 
but always fun
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process. However, with major initiatives 

we require a sound operational strategy 

to translate thought and policy into 

action on the ground. 

Provision of Care

One of the biggest challenges we 

face in the UK is catering for an 

aging population. Development 

Plans allocate sites for residential 

development, industry and retail 

development. However, Development 

Plans often only rely on enabling 

policies to provide for the needs of 

an aging population. These needs 

can include purpose-built residential 

accommodation, nursing homes and 

hospitals. Whilst funds have been 

allocated by the private sector to build 

psychiatric hospitals for the public 

sector, one of the biggest obstacles 

to delivery is finding suitable sites for 

development. 

Delivering Residential Development

Delivering well-conceived residential 

development is also a challenge. Whilst 

we are working on the identification 

and delivery of new settlements, such 

as garden villages, we are also assisting 

smaller builders, specialist housing 

providers and new entrants to the 

housing market. 

Delivering Infrastructure Projects

Harnessing the social and economic 

benefits associated with infrastructure 

investment is a particular interest 

of mine – for example HS2 and the 

creation of the Northern Powerhouse. 

We are also involved in the proposed 

Rail Link facilitating access to Heathrow 

Terminal 5 from Waterloo, where we 

are working with Grange Hotels to 

develop a five-star conference hotel near 

the proposed station at East Bedfont.

Effective town planning

Effective town planning helps provide 

people with jobs, homes, schools and 

hospitals. It also helps reconcile the 

potential tension between protecting 

the environment and accommodating 

sustainable economic growth and 

development. However, to be effective 

it is necessary to review organisational 

methods and strategy, communicate 

concepts clearly, promote best 

practice and respond positively to 

today’s challenges.

With major 
initiatives we 
require a 
sound 
operational 
strategy to 
translate 
thought and 
policy into 
action on the 
ground

“

“

The Leith Planning team
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Prime Minister Theresa 
May sought to strengthen 
her position before 
negotiations with the EU 
began

A snap election
On the 19th April 2017, having 

repeatedly insisted that she had no 

intention of calling a snap election, 

Prime Minister, Theresa May, sprung a 

complete surprise when she summoned 

the press to Downing Street to announce 

she would seek a Commons vote to go 

to the country on June 8th 2017.

It was all the more dramatic because 

the first inkling came only when it was 

announced that the Prime Minister 

would make an important statement 

outside Downing Street.

The announcement, made as 

Parliament returned from its Easter 

break, had the force of a thunderclap in 

Westminster. Quite unexpectedly, MPs 

and parties were plunged into election 

mode – with no-one in any doubt that 

the two thirds Commons majority, 

required to trigger a dissolution, under 

the Fixed Term Parliaments Act, would 

be reached.

The immediate effect was to turn 

what were now the two remaining 

Prime Minister’s Question Times of 

the Parliament into de facto leader’s 

debates – especially since it was made 

clear that Theresa May would not take 

part in the kind of televised debates 

held in the 2010 and 2015 elections.

On this occasion, her first questioner 

was the Conservative backbencher, 

Alberto Costa, who zeroed in on 

his Party’s campaign theme: ‘Strong 

countries need strong economies. 

Strong countries need strong defences. 

Strong countries need strong leaders. 

As the nation prepares to go to the 

polls, who else in this House, apart 

from my Right Hon. Friend, can provide 

the leadership that is needed at 

this time?’

The Prime Minister did not miss a beat: 

‘There are three things that a country 

needs: a strong economy, strong 

defence and strong, stable leadership. 

That is what our plans for Brexit and 

our plans for a stronger Britain will 

deliver... The Right Hon. Member for 

Islington North (The Labour Leader, 

Jeremy Corbyn) would bankrupt our 

economy and weaken our defences 

and is simply not fit to lead.’

To Conservative jeers, Mr Corbyn 

counter-attacked: ‘She says that it is 

about leadership, yet she refuses to 

defend her record in television debates. 

It is not hard to see why. The Prime 

Minister says that we have a stronger 

economy, yet she cannot explain why 

people’s wages are lower today than 

they were 10 years ago or why more 

households are in debt. Six million 

people are earning less than the 

living wage, child poverty is up, and 

pensioner poverty is up.’

Review of 
Parliament

The Queen’s Speech

The two leaders traded more 
accusations with Theresa May warning 
that ordinary working people would 
face higher taxes and lost jobs under 
Labour while Mr Corbyn claimed 
the Prime Minister’s priority was ‘tax 
giveaways to the richest corporations 
while our children’s schools are starved 
of the resources they need to educate 
our children for the future’.

Brexit emerged as one of the Prime 
Minister’s main campaign themes: ‘every 
vote for the Conservatives will make me 
stronger when I negotiate for Britain with 
the European Union. And every vote for 
the Conservatives will mean we can stick 

to our plan for a stronger Britain and 

take the right long-term decisions for a 

more secure future for this country.’

The SNP’s Westminster Leader, Angus 

Robertson, raised the headline in the 

Daily Mail which called on the Prime 

Minister to ‘Crush the saboteurs’ 

working against her plans for Brexit. 

He said that struck a dangerous tone in 

a democratic state: ‘so does the Prime 

Minister agree that political opponents 

are not “saboteurs”?’

Later that afternoon, the Commons 

voted to call an early election, by 522 

votes to 13.

What a difference. Theresa May and 

Jeremy Corbyn’s final Commons 

confrontation before the election 

had seen the Conservatives limbering 

up for a triumphal campaign which 

would culminate in the inevitable 

smashing of their Labour opponents. 

When the diminished, battered band 

of Conservative MPs reassembled, 

minus their parliamentary majority, 

for the state opening of Parliament on 

June 21st, they were chastened and 

uncertain, while euphoria gripped the 

occupants of the Labour benches.

When they came to speak in the 

traditional debate on an address thanking 

Her Majesty for the Queen’s Speech – the 

new Government’s legislative programme 

– the dynamic between the two main 

figures had changed completely. 

Mr Corbyn seemed a far more confident, 

assertive parliamentary performer, 

relishing the opportunity to throw back 

the taunts that had been hurled at him 

during the campaign.

A Government which had warned that 

he could only gain power in a ‘coalition 

of chaos’ with the SNP and the Lib 

Dems had been forced to negotiate 

for the support of the Northern Ireland 

Democratic Unionists ... and as the first 

debate of this new Parliament began, 

that support had not been secured. 

Mr Corbyn could not resist the open 

goal. To triumphant Labour laughter 

he noted that ‘the latest coalition may 

already be in some chaos’.

‘Nothing could emphasise that chaos 

more than the Queen’s Speech we 

have just heard: a threadbare legislative 

programme from a Government who 

have lost their majority and apparently 

The Queen’s Speech 
announced the 
government’s legislative 
plan for the coming 
Parliament
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the first inkling came only when it was 

announced that the Prime Minister 

would make an important statement 

outside Downing Street.
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Parliament returned from its Easter 

break, had the force of a thunderclap in 

Westminster. Quite unexpectedly, MPs 

and parties were plunged into election 

mode – with no-one in any doubt that 

the two thirds Commons majority, 

required to trigger a dissolution, under 

the Fixed Term Parliaments Act, would 

be reached.

The immediate effect was to turn 

what were now the two remaining 

Prime Minister’s Question Times of 

the Parliament into de facto leader’s 

debates – especially since it was made 

clear that Theresa May would not take 

part in the kind of televised debates 

held in the 2010 and 2015 elections.

On this occasion, her first questioner 

was the Conservative backbencher, 

Alberto Costa, who zeroed in on 

his Party’s campaign theme: ‘Strong 

countries need strong economies. 

Strong countries need strong defences. 

Strong countries need strong leaders. 

As the nation prepares to go to the 

polls, who else in this House, apart 

from my Right Hon. Friend, can provide 

the leadership that is needed at 

this time?’

The Prime Minister did not miss a beat: 

‘There are three things that a country 

needs: a strong economy, strong 

defence and strong, stable leadership. 

That is what our plans for Brexit and 

our plans for a stronger Britain will 

deliver... The Right Hon. Member for 

Islington North (The Labour Leader, 

Jeremy Corbyn) would bankrupt our 

economy and weaken our defences 

and is simply not fit to lead.’

To Conservative jeers, Mr Corbyn 

counter-attacked: ‘She says that it is 

about leadership, yet she refuses to 

defend her record in television debates. 

It is not hard to see why. The Prime 

Minister says that we have a stronger 

economy, yet she cannot explain why 

people’s wages are lower today than 

they were 10 years ago or why more 

households are in debt. Six million 

people are earning less than the 

living wage, child poverty is up, and 

pensioner poverty is up.’

Review of 
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The Queen’s Speech

The two leaders traded more 
accusations with Theresa May warning 
that ordinary working people would 
face higher taxes and lost jobs under 
Labour while Mr Corbyn claimed 
the Prime Minister’s priority was ‘tax 
giveaways to the richest corporations 
while our children’s schools are starved 
of the resources they need to educate 
our children for the future’.

Brexit emerged as one of the Prime 
Minister’s main campaign themes: ‘every 
vote for the Conservatives will make me 
stronger when I negotiate for Britain with 
the European Union. And every vote for 
the Conservatives will mean we can stick 

to our plan for a stronger Britain and 

take the right long-term decisions for a 

more secure future for this country.’

The SNP’s Westminster Leader, Angus 

Robertson, raised the headline in the 

Daily Mail which called on the Prime 

Minister to ‘Crush the saboteurs’ 

working against her plans for Brexit. 

He said that struck a dangerous tone in 

a democratic state: ‘so does the Prime 

Minister agree that political opponents 

are not “saboteurs”?’

Later that afternoon, the Commons 

voted to call an early election, by 522 

votes to 13.

What a difference. Theresa May and 

Jeremy Corbyn’s final Commons 

confrontation before the election 

had seen the Conservatives limbering 

up for a triumphal campaign which 

would culminate in the inevitable 

smashing of their Labour opponents. 

When the diminished, battered band 

of Conservative MPs reassembled, 

minus their parliamentary majority, 

for the state opening of Parliament on 

June 21st, they were chastened and 

uncertain, while euphoria gripped the 

occupants of the Labour benches.

When they came to speak in the 

traditional debate on an address thanking 

Her Majesty for the Queen’s Speech – the 

new Government’s legislative programme 

– the dynamic between the two main 

figures had changed completely. 

Mr Corbyn seemed a far more confident, 

assertive parliamentary performer, 

relishing the opportunity to throw back 

the taunts that had been hurled at him 

during the campaign.

A Government which had warned that 

he could only gain power in a ‘coalition 

of chaos’ with the SNP and the Lib 

Dems had been forced to negotiate 

for the support of the Northern Ireland 

Democratic Unionists ... and as the first 

debate of this new Parliament began, 

that support had not been secured. 

Mr Corbyn could not resist the open 

goal. To triumphant Labour laughter 
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run out of ideas altogether. This would 
be a thin legislative programme even if 
it was for one year, but for two years – 
two years? There is not enough in it to 
fill up one year.’

That was a reference to the 
Government’s decision to declare a 
two-year Parliamentary Session – a 
procedural move intended to ensure 
ministers could push through vital Brexit 
legislation in time for the exit date in 
March 2019. Mr Corbyn mocked the 
Prime Minister for dropping a series of 
election promises that had not found 
favour with the voters.

‘It is therefore appropriate to start by 
welcoming what is not in the speech. 
First, there is no mention of scrapping 
the winter fuel allowance for millions 
of pensioners through means testing. 
Can the Prime Minister assure us that 
that Conservative plan has now been 
withdrawn? Mercifully, neither is there 
any mention of ditching the triple 
lock. Pensioners across Britain will be 
grateful to know whether the Tory 
election commitment on that has also 
been binned.’

Also absent from this slimmed down 
legislative programme were the 
Government’s controversial policy on 
social care (dubbed the ‘dementia tax’ 
by Labour), plans to cut free school 
meals, and the promised expansion of 
grammar schools.

On Brexit, Mr Corbyn stuck to 
Labour’s careful positioning in favour 
of a deal with the EU ‘that puts jobs 
and the economy first’. He called for 
full access to the single market and a 
customs arrangement that provided 
Britain with the ‘exact same benefits’ 
as now. And in his final flourish he 
warned the Prime Minister that Labour 
were now ‘not merely an Opposition; 
we are a Government in waiting, with 
a policy programme that enthused 
and engaged millions of people in 

this election, many for the first time 

in their political lives. We are ready to 

offer real strong and stable leadership 

in the interests of the many, not 

the few.’

The Prime Minister attempted to 

puncture Labour’s mood with a 

barbed welcome for Mr Corbyn’s 

return to the Opposition benches 

– and she reminded him that the 

Conservatives still had 56 more 

Commons seats than Labour. She said 

her policies were aimed at ‘grasping 

the opportunities for every community 

in our country to benefit as we leave 

the European Union; it is about 

delivering the will of the British people 

with a Brexit deal that works for all 

parts of our United Kingdom.’ She 

said the referendum vote to leave the 

European Union was ‘a profound and 

justified expression that our country 

often does not work the way it should 

for millions of ordinary families. This 

Queen’s Speech begins to change 

that, by putting fairness at the heart 

of our agenda.’

Jeremy Corbyn received 
a boost in support 
following the election

The fire that destroyed Grenfell Tower, 

a social housing block in the London 

Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, 

seemed to some to crystallise the 

issues that had driven the ‘Corbyn 

Surge’ in the General Election just 

days earlier.

Accusations about the neglect of 

social housing tenants, chronic under-

investment and official incompetence 

were flying, even while the pall of 

smoke still hovered over the capital and 

the horrific images of the blaze were 

replayed on TV.

So potent was the symbolism that it 

became intertwined in the debates 

on the post-election Queen’s Speech 

- but the Government also committed 

to keep MPs informed about the 

aftermath, the efforts to identify 

casualties in the wreckage of the 

tower, to re-house and assist those 

who had lost their homes, and to set 

up a public inquiry.

So it was that the Communities 

Secretary, Sajid Javid, came to the 

Commons on July 3rd to announce 

£2.5 million had been distributed 

from the special £5 million fund set 

up to help the residents. Mr Javid said 

the public inquiry and the criminal 

investigation had to be allowed the 

space to follow the evidence wherever 

it took them, and everyone should be 

careful not to prejudice their work. 

Responding to the Labour MP, David 

Lammy, who had lost a family friend 

in the fire, he added that although it 

was for the judge to determine the 

scope of the inquiry, he expected it 

to be ‘as broad and wide-ranging 

as possible’.

Mr Javid also dealt with the key issue 

of the authorities’ inability to say 

exactly how many people had died: 

‘There has been much speculation 

about who was in Grenfell Tower on 

the night of the fire, and it is vital 

that we find out. The Director of 

Public Prosecutions has made it clear 

that there will be no prosecution 

of tenants ... who may have been 

illegally sub-letting their property, ... 

There may have been people living in 

flats that were illegally sub-let who 

had no idea about the true status 

of their tenancy. Their families want 

to know if they perished in the fire. 

These are their sons, their daughters, 

their brothers and their sisters. They 

need closure, and that is the least that 

they deserve.’

The Government was also taking 

urgent action to avoid another tragedy 

in buildings with architectural cladding 

similar to that which appeared to 

have been a factor in the Grenfell fire. 

Mr Javid said the early findings were 

disturbing: ‘So far, all the samples 

of cladding tested have failed – that 

is 181 out of 181. ... the priority 

now is to make those buildings safe. 

Where appropriate mitigating 

measures cannot be implemented 

quickly, landlords must provide 

alternative accommodation while the 

remedial work is carried out.’

The Lib Dem, Jo Swinson, raised 

suggestions that the fire had been 

caused by a faulty fridge: ‘so will the 

Government revisit the decision of 

March last year to dismiss or delay 

many of the recommendations of the 

Lynn Faulds Wood review into product 

recall, which I commissioned [as a 

Coalition minister] and in particular 

look at enforcing the regulations.’ 

Sajid Javid said the issue was 

being addressed.

The Communities Secretary clashed 

with the Labour MP, Andy Slaughter, 

Tributes for the 
Grenfell victims 
came from across 
the country

Grenfell Tower
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Accusations about the neglect of 

social housing tenants, chronic under-

investment and official incompetence 

were flying, even while the pall of 

smoke still hovered over the capital and 

the horrific images of the blaze were 

replayed on TV.

So potent was the symbolism that it 

became intertwined in the debates 

on the post-election Queen’s Speech 

- but the Government also committed 

to keep MPs informed about the 

aftermath, the efforts to identify 

casualties in the wreckage of the 

tower, to re-house and assist those 

who had lost their homes, and to set 

up a public inquiry.

So it was that the Communities 

Secretary, Sajid Javid, came to the 

Commons on July 3rd to announce 

£2.5 million had been distributed 

from the special £5 million fund set 

up to help the residents. Mr Javid said 

the public inquiry and the criminal 

investigation had to be allowed the 

space to follow the evidence wherever 

it took them, and everyone should be 

careful not to prejudice their work. 

Responding to the Labour MP, David 

Lammy, who had lost a family friend 

in the fire, he added that although it 

was for the judge to determine the 

scope of the inquiry, he expected it 

to be ‘as broad and wide-ranging 

as possible’.

Mr Javid also dealt with the key issue 

of the authorities’ inability to say 

exactly how many people had died: 

‘There has been much speculation 

about who was in Grenfell Tower on 

the night of the fire, and it is vital 

that we find out. The Director of 

Public Prosecutions has made it clear 

that there will be no prosecution 

of tenants ... who may have been 

illegally sub-letting their property, ... 

There may have been people living in 

flats that were illegally sub-let who 

had no idea about the true status 

of their tenancy. Their families want 

to know if they perished in the fire. 

These are their sons, their daughters, 

their brothers and their sisters. They 

need closure, and that is the least that 

they deserve.’

The Government was also taking 

urgent action to avoid another tragedy 

in buildings with architectural cladding 

similar to that which appeared to 

have been a factor in the Grenfell fire. 

Mr Javid said the early findings were 

disturbing: ‘So far, all the samples 

of cladding tested have failed – that 

is 181 out of 181. ... the priority 

now is to make those buildings safe. 

Where appropriate mitigating 

measures cannot be implemented 

quickly, landlords must provide 

alternative accommodation while the 

remedial work is carried out.’

The Lib Dem, Jo Swinson, raised 

suggestions that the fire had been 

caused by a faulty fridge: ‘so will the 

Government revisit the decision of 

March last year to dismiss or delay 

many of the recommendations of the 

Lynn Faulds Wood review into product 

recall, which I commissioned [as a 

Coalition minister] and in particular 

look at enforcing the regulations.’ 

Sajid Javid said the issue was 

being addressed.

The Communities Secretary clashed 

with the Labour MP, Andy Slaughter, 

Tributes for the 
Grenfell victims 
came from across 
the country

Grenfell Tower
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Back in March, when an election 

seemed a distant prospect, parliament’s 

main focus was on the European Union 

(Notification of Withdrawal) Bill. This 

Bill, which would give Theresa May 

the authority to begin the UK’s divorce 

from the European Union, was forced 

on the Government after a Supreme 

Court ruling that Parliamentary 

approval was required to begin 

the process.

Despite fears that the Bill could be 

watered down or even reshaped 

to reverse the Referendum verdict, 

it passed through the Commons 

unscathed. All attempts to amend, 

or add, to its 136 words were voted 

down. Predictions of a major rebellion 

of up to 50 Conservative Remainers 

proved unfounded, and only a handful 

(notably the arch-Europhile former 

Chancellor, Ken Clark) defied the 

party whip.

But when it moved on to the House of 

Lords, where there is no Government 

majority and a large concentration of 

pro-EU peers, the Bill was amended 

twice. One change guaranteed the 

rights of EU citizens living in the UK, 

and the second promised Parliament 

a ‘meaningful vote’ on the final 

Brexit deal. That meant the Bill had 

to return to the Commons because 

both Houses of Parliament must agree 

on the final wording of legislation. 

This is the arcane process known as 

‘Parliamentary Ping Pong’, with each 

house voting on whether to accept or 
reject changes made by the other.

When the changes were put to MPs, 

the Brexit Secretary, David Davis, said 

they should not be accepted. On the 

issue of EU citizens, he agreed that they 

made a vital contribution to the UK. 

But the issue was that the European 

Union would not begin talks until the 

UK had begun the formal process of 

leaving, so their status could not be 

confirmed. Securing their status, and 

that of UK citizens living in the EU, was 

an early priority for the forthcoming 

negotiations, he said.

He also rejected the second 
amendment – giving Parliament a 
vote on the final Brexit deal – as 
unnecessary, because the Government 
had already promised a vote. And he 
was wary of a hidden agenda behind 
the push for a ‘meaningful vote’, 
warning: ‘what we cannot have ... is 
any suggestion that the votes in either 
House will overturn the result of the 
referendum. That is the key point.’

Mr Davis warned that the amendment 
‘effectively, seeks to prohibit the Prime 
Minister from walking away from 
negotiations, even if she thinks the 
European Union is offering her a bad or 
very bad deal ... The Government will 
be undertaking these negotiations and 
must have the freedom to walk away 
from a deal that sets out to punish the 
UK for a decision to leave the EU, as 
some in Europe have suggested.’

Last rites on the Brexit Bill

who attacked the management record 

of the local council: ‘It is an open secret 

in West London that the administration 

in Kensington and Chelsea could not 

run a bath. That is why the residents 

 of North Ken have had such a raw deal 

for so long. So when will the Secretary 

of State put country before Party and 

send in the commissioners?’

Mr Javid retorted that Slaughter was a 

local London MP: ‘he has an opportunity 

now to put party politics aside and just 

do the right thing for his constituents. 

His constituents are watching him.’

David Davis, Secretary 
of State for Exiting 
the European Union 
since July 2016

For Labour, the Shadow Brexit Secretary, 
Sir Keir Starmer, backed both Lords’ 
amendments. He said protecting EU 
citizens was a matter of principle – but 
he was challenged by the senior Labour 
backbencher, Frank Field, who warned: 
‘if we pass this amendment and give 
those rights to European citizens here, 
there will be no incentive whatsoever 
for other European countries to concede 
those rights to our citizens.’

Sir Kier retorted that the wording asked 
Ministers to bring forward proposals 
within three months, and so did not tie 
anybody’s hands.

Another Labour ex-Minister, Pat 
McFadden, suggested that, in the 
event of no deal being agreed, the 
Government was seeking the authority 
to default to a trading relationship 
with the EU, based on the World 
Trade Organization rules – without a 
Commons vote. Keir Starmer warned 
that would be the worst possible 
outcome, quoting the Confederation 
of British Industry’s view that ‘the cost 
of change is simply too high to even 
consider it’.

The leading Labour leave campaigner, 
Gisela Stuart, said the Government 
should make the status of EU citizens 
in the UK a priority, but she opposed 
including the issue in the Bill: ‘I shall 
vote against all the amendments on 
the simple basis that this Bill has one 
purpose and one purpose only: to 
give legal effect to the decision of the 
people on 23 June ... However, I look 
to the Secretary of State to give firm 
assurances that his top and first priority 
will be the rights of EU citizens.’

One of the Conservatives’ leading 
backbench Brexiteers, John Baron, said 
the Commons, in approving the EU 
referendum in the first place, had made 
‘a contract with the British people ... 
if there is a good deal, we will take it, 
and if there is not, the Prime Minister 
has made it very clear that we will not 

accept a bad deal, so we move on, and 
we move out of the EU.’

The Conservative, Anna Soubry, a 
strong Remain campaigner, said her 
Party wanted to honour the vote to 
Leave: ‘now, however, we are talking 
about the sovereignty of this Parliament 
and about what would happen in the 
event that our Prime Minister does not 
strike a good deal. I trust our Prime 
Minister ... but let us be under no 
illusion that if she does not do so, there 
will be no alternative but WTO tariffs, 
regulations and rules, and the people in 
my constituency certainly did not vote 
for that.’

The debate was held within hours 
of the announcement by Scotland’s 
First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, that 
she would hold a second referendum 
on Scottish independence. In the 
Commons, the former First Minister, 
Alex Salmond, complained that the 
Government had broken its promise not 
to trigger the formal process for leaving 
the EU until there was an agreed ‘UK 
approach’ backed by Scotland, and 
had ignored the SNP compromise 
proposal to allow Scotland to stay inside 
the EU Single Market. And he added: 
‘there might not be a meaningful vote 
in this Chamber, but there shall be 
a meaningful vote in Scotland about 
protecting our millennium-long history 
as a European nation.’

When MPs rejected both Lords’ 
amendments, the Bill was sent back for 
immediate consideration in the House 
of Lords, where David Davis came to 
watch his Junior Minister, Lord Bridges, 
call on Peers to drop their opposition. 
And while the Liberal Democrat, Lord 
Oates, did urge Peers to continue 
defying the Government, support for 
the amendment melted away, and the 
attempt to throw it back to MPs was 
once more rejected, as was the attempt 
to keep the ‘meaningful vote’. The 
final form of the Bill was settled – and 
it was sent off for the Royal Assent, 
un-amended.

Parliament, and 
the general public, 
remain divided 
regarding the 
relationship that 
the UK should have 
with EU
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Sir Keir Starmer, backed both Lords’ 
amendments. He said protecting EU 
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backbencher, Frank Field, who warned: 
‘if we pass this amendment and give 
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for other European countries to concede 
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give legal effect to the decision of the 
people on 23 June ... However, I look 
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One of the Conservatives’ leading 
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the Commons, in approving the EU 
referendum in the first place, had made 
‘a contract with the British people ... 
if there is a good deal, we will take it, 
and if there is not, the Prime Minister 
has made it very clear that we will not 

accept a bad deal, so we move on, and 
we move out of the EU.’

The Conservative, Anna Soubry, a 
strong Remain campaigner, said her 
Party wanted to honour the vote to 
Leave: ‘now, however, we are talking 
about the sovereignty of this Parliament 
and about what would happen in the 
event that our Prime Minister does not 
strike a good deal. I trust our Prime 
Minister ... but let us be under no 
illusion that if she does not do so, there 
will be no alternative but WTO tariffs, 
regulations and rules, and the people in 
my constituency certainly did not vote 
for that.’

The debate was held within hours 
of the announcement by Scotland’s 
First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, that 
she would hold a second referendum 
on Scottish independence. In the 
Commons, the former First Minister, 
Alex Salmond, complained that the 
Government had broken its promise not 
to trigger the formal process for leaving 
the EU until there was an agreed ‘UK 
approach’ backed by Scotland, and 
had ignored the SNP compromise 
proposal to allow Scotland to stay inside 
the EU Single Market. And he added: 
‘there might not be a meaningful vote 
in this Chamber, but there shall be 
a meaningful vote in Scotland about 
protecting our millennium-long history 
as a European nation.’

When MPs rejected both Lords’ 
amendments, the Bill was sent back for 
immediate consideration in the House 
of Lords, where David Davis came to 
watch his Junior Minister, Lord Bridges, 
call on Peers to drop their opposition. 
And while the Liberal Democrat, Lord 
Oates, did urge Peers to continue 
defying the Government, support for 
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Article 50 is triggered

The passage of the European Union 

(Notification of Withdrawal) Act 

cleared the way for the Prime Minister 

to act on the Referendum verdict and 

formally trigger Britain’s departure 

talks with the EU.

She was greeted by cheering 

Conservative MPs when she announced, 

on the 29th March, that the process had 

begun: ‘A few minutes ago, in Brussels, 

the United Kingdom’s permanent 

representative to the EU handed a 

letter to the President of the European 

Council on my behalf confirming the 

Government’s decision to invoke Article 

50 of the treaty on European Union. 

The Article 50 process is now under way 

and, in accordance with the wishes of 

the British people, the United Kingdom 

is leaving the European Union.’

She added that she wanted to build 

a close partnership with the EU: ‘We 

know that we will lose influence over 

the rules that affect the European 

economy. We know that UK companies 

that trade with the EU will have to 

align with rules agreed by institutions 

of which we are no longer a part, just 

as we do in other overseas markets – 

we accept that. However, we approach 

these talks constructively, respectfully 

and in a spirit of sincere co-operation, 

for it is in the interests of both the 

United Kingdom and the European 

Union that we should use this process 

to deliver our objectives in a fair and 

orderly manner. ... We will continue to 

be reliable partners, willing allies and 

close friends. We want to continue 

to buy goods and services from the 

EU, and sell it ours ... Indeed, in an 

increasingly unstable world, we must 

continue to forge the closest possible 

security co-operation to keep our 

people safe. We face the same global 

threats from terrorism and extremism.’

Jeremy Corbyn warned against leaving 
without a trade agreement: ‘the Prime 
Minister says that no deal is better than 
a bad deal, but the reality is that no 
deal is a bad deal. Less than a year ago, 
the Treasury estimated that leaving 
the European Union on World Trade 
Organization terms would lead to a 7.5% 
fall in our GDP and a £45 billion loss in 
tax receipts ... It would be a national 
failure of historic proportions if the Prime 
Minister came back from Brussels without 
having secured protection for jobs and 
living standards, so we will use every 
parliamentary opportunity to ensure the 
Government are held to account at every 
stage of the negotiations.’

He said the debate had now moved 
on to what a post-Brexit Britain would 
be like: ‘There are Conservatives who 
want to use Brexit to turn this country 
into a low-wage tax haven. Labour is 
determined to invest in a high-skill, 
high-tech, high-wage future ... Labour 
will not give this Government a free 
hand to use Brexit to attack rights and 
protections and to cut services, or to 
create a tax dodger’s paradise.’

The SNP’s then Westminster Leader, 
Angus Robertson, accused the Prime 
Minister of breaking her promise that 

Theresa May meets 
with European Council 
President Donald Tusk in 
Downing Street

Article 50 would not be triggered 
without the agreement of the devolved 
administrations. He noted that Scotland 
had voted to remain in the EU: ‘On this 
issue, it is not a United Kingdom, and 
the Prime Minster needs to respect – 
respect – the differences across the 
nations of the United Kingdom. If she 
does not – if she remains intransigent 
and if she denies Scotland a choice 
on our future – she will make Scottish 
independence inevitable.’

The then Lib Dem Leader, Tim Farron, 
called for a second referendum on 
the terms of the final deal: ‘Today the 
Prime Minister is not enacting the will 
of the people; she is at best interpreting 
that will, and choosing a hard Brexit 
outside the single market that was 
never on the ballot paper. This day of 
all days, the Liberal Democrats will not 
roll over, as the official Opposition have 
done ... I am determined to be able to 
look my children in the eye and say that 
I did everything to prevent this calamity 
that the Prime Minister has today 
chosen ... Surely the Prime Minister will 
agree with me that the people should 
have the final say.’

The Westminster Leader of the 
Northern Ireland DUP, Nigel Dodds, 
congratulated Theresa May on 
delivering on the will of the people: 
‘Is not the fundamental point that this 
United Kingdom – this Union – is far 
more important for the political and 
economic prosperity of all our people 
than the European Union?’

The veteran Conservative eurosceptic, 
Sir Bill Cash, hailed what he called an 

historic day: ‘At the very heart of this 
letter lies the democratic decision of the 
referendum of UK voters given to them 
by a sovereign Act of Parliament by 
six to one in this House, enabling the 
British people to regain their birthright 
to govern themselves for which people 
fought and died over generations? ... 
Trade and co-operation, yes; European 
government, no.’

Another Conservative, Jacob Rees-
Mogg, quoted the Elizabethan hero 
Sir Francis Drake: ‘’There must be a 
begynnyng of any great matter, but the 
contenewing unto the end untyll it be 
thoroughly ffynyshed yeldes the trew 
glory’ ... I wish my Right Hon. Friend 
good luck and good fortune in her 
negotiations until she comes to true 
glory and is welcomed back to this 
House as a 21st century Gloriana.’

The former Labour Minister, Pat 
McFadden, was less optimistic: ‘There 
are two kinds of future stemming from 
the process triggered today. The first 
is that we spend two years desperately 
trying to secure the exact same benefits 
as we have, while gaining control of 
immigration, which, as Ministers have 
suggested, may make little difference 
to the numbers. In which case, people 
will ask, “What is the point?” Or there 
is another future where we crash 
without an agreement, defaulting to 
WTO rules with all that would mean 
for industry, agriculture and services. In 
which case, people will ask, “What is 
the price?” So which future does she 
think is the more likely: “what is the 
point” or “what is the price”?’

A terrorist attack on Parliament 
On the afternoon of March 22nd, as 

MPs were engaged in a routine vote 

of the Pensions Bill, a man drove his 

car into pedestrians just outside, killing 

two people and injuring dozens more, 

before stabbing to death a police 

officer who was guarding the gates to 

the Houses of Parliament, and he was 

then shot dead himself. 

The sitting of the Commons was 

suspended and MPs were held in their 

Chamber for several hours, before 

being escorted away. When they 

Negotiations on 
leaving the EU are 
expected to take 
several years to 
complete
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immigration, which, as Ministers have 
suggested, may make little difference 
to the numbers. In which case, people 
will ask, “What is the point?” Or there 
is another future where we crash 
without an agreement, defaulting to 
WTO rules with all that would mean 
for industry, agriculture and services. In 
which case, people will ask, “What is 
the price?” So which future does she 
think is the more likely: “what is the 
point” or “what is the price”?’

A terrorist attack on Parliament 
On the afternoon of March 22nd, as 

MPs were engaged in a routine vote 

of the Pensions Bill, a man drove his 

car into pedestrians just outside, killing 

two people and injuring dozens more, 

before stabbing to death a police 

officer who was guarding the gates to 

the Houses of Parliament, and he was 

then shot dead himself. 

The sitting of the Commons was 

suspended and MPs were held in their 

Chamber for several hours, before 

being escorted away. When they 

Negotiations on 
leaving the EU are 
expected to take 
several years to 
complete
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returned the next day, they began with 

a minute of silence. Then the Speaker 

opened proceedings by expressing 

‘our heartfelt condolences to the 

families and friends of the victims 

of this outrage. A police officer, PC 

Keith Palmer, was killed defending us, 

defending Parliament and defending 

parliamentary democracy.’

The Prime Minister was heard in silence 

as she updated MPs: ‘Yesterday, an 

act of terrorism tried to silence our 

democracy, but today we meet as 

normal, as generations have done 

before us and as future generations 

will continue to do, to deliver a simple 

message: we are not afraid, and our 

resolve will never waver in the face of 

terrorism. We meet here, in the oldest 

of all Parliaments, because we know 

that democracy, and the values that it 

entails, will always prevail.’

She gave an account of the previous 

day’s events and ended by declaring 

that the best response to terrorism was 

to act normally: ‘As I speak, millions 

will be boarding trains and aeroplanes 

to travel to London and to see for 

themselves the greatest city on Earth. 

It is in these actions – millions of acts 

of normality – that we find the best 

response to terrorism: a response that 

denies our enemies their victory, that 

refuses to let them win, that shows 

we will never give in; a response 

driven by that same spirit that drove 

a husband and father to put himself 

between us and our attacker, and 

to pay the ultimate price; a response 

that says to the men and women who 

propagate this hate and evil, “You will 

not defeat us.” Mr Speaker, let this be 

the message from this House and this 

nation today: our values will prevail.’

The Labour Leader, Jeremy Corbyn, 

said people should not allow the 

voices of hatred to divide or cower 

them – adding that PC Keith Palmer 

had given his life defending the public 

and democracy.

Watching impassively in the crowd of 

MPs standing at the Bar of the House, 

in the area across the Chamber facing 

the Speaker’s Chair, was the Foreign 

Office Minister, Tobias Ellwood. He had 

tried to save PC Palmer’s life by giving 

him mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. 

Many MPs took a moment to exchange 

a word with him as they passed or pat 

him on the arm. And many of those 

who spoke over the next hour praised 

his actions. 

Tributes and thanks came from all the 

Party Leaders – the SNP’s Westminster 

Leader, Angus Robertson, the Liberal 

Democrats, Tim Farron, and the DUP’s, 

Nigel Dodds. 

The Conservative MP, James Cleverly, 

had served with PC Palmer in the army 

spoke movingly and implored the Prime 

Minister to ‘posthumously recognise 

his gallantry and sacrifice formally.’ 

Theresa May promised that she would. 

The attack on 
Westminster was one of 
several terrorist attacks in 
the UK during the year

This year more than most, US 

politics had a bearing on our own. 

Not only were many MPs looking 

across the Atlantic for a trade deal 

and an enhancement of the ‘special 

relationship’, following the decision 

to leave the EU. But the American 

people themselves had managed to 

outdo the British electorate when it 

came to delivering the most surprising 

democratic decision of 2016. 

As recently as January 2016, a small 

number of MPs had gathered in 

Westminster Hall to debate whether or 

not Donald Trump should be banned 

from entering the UK altogether. His 

comments about Muslims, among 

others, had led to an online petition 

for him to be considered a ‘hate 

preacher’ and therefore banned 

from British soil. Even those who 

supported the motion knew there 

was little chance of such a ban being 

implemented. But few would have 

suspected that, just 13 months later, 

Parliament would be discussing the 

appropriateness of a state visit from 

President Donald Trump. 

One of the first acts of the new US 

President was to order a blanket ban 

on people from a list of Middle Eastern 

countries travelling to the US. In the 

Commons, the former Labour Leader, 

Ed Miliband, and the Conservative, 

Nadhim Zahawi, joined forces to ask 

the Speaker for an emergency debate – 

and it was held that day.

Mr Zahawi, born in Iraq to Kurdish 

parents, arrived in the UK as a nine-

year-old refugee from Saddam 

Hussein’s regime. He is now a British 

citizen, but because he was born in 

Iraq, he believed he came under the 

Trump ban.

He told MPs his place of birth already 

meant he had been required to 

go through an interview at the US 

embassy, to secure the right to travel 

to America, under rules imposed 

by President Obama. But the new 

restrictions were much tougher.

The US Government has since clarified 

that people with British passports 

will not be affected by the ban, 

whatever the country of their birth, 

but Mr Zahawi still thought the ban 

was ‘wholly counterproductive’. He 

described how it was already being 

used by pro-Islamic State social media 

accounts as ‘clear evidence that the 

USA is seeking to destroy Islam. They 

have even called it the “blessed ban”’. 

Labour’s Yvette Cooper, who chairs 

the Home Affairs Select Committee, 

was ‘deeply worried’ that the 

Government had already invited 

the new President to make a state 

visit to Britain: ‘It will look like an 

endorsement of a ban that is so 

morally wrong and that we should be 

standing against.’

The Conservative, Sir Simon Burns, 

disagreed: ‘I think it is absolutely right 

that the British Government continue 

the work of the Prime Minister to 

build bridges with President Trump so 

that we can, through engagement, 

seek to persuade him and to minimise 

or reduce the danger of his more 

outrageous policies ... I believe that 

very little would be achieved by 

cancelling a state visit to which the 

invitation has already been extended 

and accepted.’

The emergency debate was on a formal 

motion that MPs had ‘considered’ 

Donald Trump’s travel ban, so no call 

for a policy change was voted on. 

Nadhim Zahawi 
MP strongly 
criticised the Trump 
administration’s 
travel ban on certain 
Muslim countries

President Trump
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